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ABSTRACT 
The relationship between research activity and economic well-being are examined 
within the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sectors for the periods 1950-1982 and 1964-
1986. State crop, livestock, and aggregate agricultural total factor productivity (TFP) data, 
1950-1982, are examined for evidence of convergence to a single TFP level (a-convergence) 
or to a steady state rate of growth ((3-or conditional convergence). Empirical results do not 
support a-convergence but do support P-convergence. The rate of (3-convergence is variable 
and depends on research and development (R&D) spillins from other states, private R&D, and 
farmers' schooling. U.S. aggregate manufacturing and agricultural data, 1964-1986, are 
examined for evidence that R&D spillovers do exist. The empirical results support the notion 
that research activity in one sector does impact resource allocation decisions in another sector. 
Own-sector R&D stocks are shown to have strong positive impacts on output supply and 
input demand decisions. Public agricultural research stocks were shown to have stronger 
impacts on the manufacturing sector's output supply and input demand decisions than the 
private manufacturing R&D stocks on the agricultural sector's decisions. Private 
manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research were shown to be complements. The 
finding of strong positive interstate and inter-sector spillover effects have policy implications. 
First, independent state planning of agricultural research is inefficient and cooperation across 
states boundaries including establishment of new political jurisdictions for financing public 
agricultural research can enhance efficiency. Second, public planning of agricultural research 
should capture all positive externalities (own-sector plus the externalities that exist outside of 
the sector). 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
This body of work examines the relationships between U.S. research activities and 
state/region economic growth or productivity. If it can be shown that private agents' 
allocation decisions are affected by R&D expenditures, then inferences for national and 
regional research policy could be made. Along with the direct linkages between private or 
public research and resource allocations, indirect linkages or spillovers between sectors have 
been observed.1 Specifically, private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research are 
public goods, pure or impure. If they are a type of public good, the knowledge or innovations 
created are available not only to the sector creating it but also to other sectors of the 
economy. If indirect linkages of private R&D and public research do exist, resource 
allocation decisions and policy inferences again could be made, including possible factor bias 
and TFP growth rates. Spillovers have important implications for public R&D because private 
decision making is socially inefficient. Such issues as factor bias of R&D could also be 
important.2 
Two approaches could be used for the study. One approach uses the production 
function as the foundation to consider the effects of research activities on resource allocations 
and productivity levels. The other uses patent statistics, or patent citations, to determine 
1 For example Bernstein (2000) finds that in the Canadian communication industry borrowing 
exist between industries within Canada and the U.S. 
2 See Huffman and Evenson (1989) for methodology in determining factor bias and shadow 
values. 
2 
linkages between R&D and sector or regional performance.3 For this study the production 
function approach is used. 
This study considers two areas. First, the impacts of research activity on the 
convergence of state long run TFP growth rates in the U.S. agricultural sector is examined. 
Historically, the literature on TFP convergence has considered the impacts of changes in 
primary inputs (labor and physical capital), human capital and R&D investments on 
convergence rates in per capita output (See Barro and Sala-i-Martin, Baumol et al., Mankiw 
et al. and Park). Because of the public good nature, public agricultural research is conducted 
in one state/region seems likely to have impacts in other states or regions. However, 
modifications are needed to adapt innovations created in one geo-climatic region to be useable 
in another (see Evenson for discussion). Some but not all new technologies are successfully 
adopted by farmers or others. If convergence in TFP growth rates exist within the agricultural 
sector and public agricultural research discoveries is transferable, then public agricultural 
research would be expected to influence TFP convergence rates among states/regions in the 
U.S. agricultural sector. 
Second, resource allocation decisions in the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural 
sectors are examined for effects of inter-sector R&D spillovers. Huffman and Evenson (1989) 
show that agricultural research does have an effect on resource allocation decisions within the 
U.S. agricultural sector, and that factor biases are present. Little work, however, has been 
presented showing both the direct impacts of sectoral research and the indirect effects of 
3 Also see Griliches (1990, 1998), Adams, Henderson et al., and Narin et al. For a further 
discussions. 
3 
research conducted outside of the sector. 
Dissertation Organization 
The chapters are constructed as follows. Chapter 2 presents the new work on 
convergence of state agricultural TFP growth rates and was published in the American 
Journal of Agricultural Economics in May, 2000. Chapter 3 presents the new work on inter-
sector R&D spillovers between agriculture and manufacturing sectors. For the agricultural 
sector data, the agricultural productivity series created by Huffman and Evenson (1993) is 
used for the convergence model, the USDA agricultural sectoral series created by Ball et al. 
and the series on agricultural research created by Huffman et al. (2001) are used in the 
manufacturing and agricultural sector analysis. For the manufacturing sector, the 
manufacturing data on inputs and output quantities and prices were created by Hulten and 
Schwab and the R&D data are derived from the National Science Foundation series. Chapter 
4 summarizes important findings and recommendations for public policy. Some suggestions 
for future research are also presented. 
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CHAPTER 2. CONVERGENCE IN U.S. TFP GROWTH FOR AGRICULTURE: 
IMPLICATIONS OF INTERSTATE RESEARCH SPILLOVERS 
FOR FUNDING AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
A paper published in the American Journal of Agricultural Economics1 
Alan McCunn2,3 and Wallace E. Huffman2-4 
Abstract 
State crop, livestock, and aggregate agricultural total factor productivity (TFP) data, 
1950-1982, are examined for evidence of convergence to a single TFP level (a-convergence) 
or to a steady state rate of growth (P-or conditional convergence). Our empirical results do 
not support a-convergence but do support P-convergence. The rate of P-convergence is 
variable and depends on research and development (R&D) spillins from other states, private 
R&D, and farmers' schooling. The finding of strong positive interstate spillover effects 
implies that independent state planning of agricultural research is inefficient and cooperation 
across states boundaries including establishment of new political jurisdictions for financing 
public agricultural research can enhance efficiency. 
1 Reprinted with permission of Amer. J. Agr. Econ., 82 (May 2000): 370-388. 
2 The first author is graduate assistant, Iowa State University, and economic analyst, Pioneer 
Hi-Bred International, and the second is professor of economics, Iowa State University. 
3 Primary researcher and author 
4 Author for correspondence 
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Introduction 
In the United States, the R&D system for agriculture is one of shared financing and 
performance. The federal government provides about 24% of all agricultural research funds, 
while state governments provide 16% and the private sector 60%. In contrast, federal 
agencies actually perform about 15% of the research, compared to 31% being carried out by 
state agencies and 54% by private businesses (Fuglie et al.). Federal budget expenditures 
received extreme scrutiny during 1995-98 as procedures and cuts were implemented to 
balance the Federal budget. Fortuitous economic events resulted in a balanced budget much 
sooner than expected, but federal and state government expenditures can expect to be 
carefully scrutinized over the foreseeable future. As the federal government shifts greater 
responsibility to the states for carrying out programs, many state governments are also 
scrutinizing expenditures. Agricultural research administrators see potential changes and are 
weighing opportunities and options for future funding (Huffinan and Just). 
The advances in knowledge or innovations resulting from public agricultural research 
may be a local/state, regional, national, or international public good. When knowledge is 
nonrival and nonexcludable, a pure or international public good is created. The benefits from 
research conducted in one location become fully available across all regions and countries. In 
many cases, knowledge is nonrival but partially excludable. Knowledge is an impure public 
good where the benefits of research conducted in one location become imperfectly available to 
other locations, or interregional spillover effects are partial (Comes and Sandler; Evenson). 
The private-good component of research can only be obtained by undertaking research locally. 
It cannot be obtained by free-riding on the R&D efforts at other locations. 
7 
Recent efforts to understand economic growth have focused on the tendency for 
growth rates to converge or diverge across regions. Papers by Barro and Sala-i-Martin and 
Baumol, Blackman, and Wolff focused on unconditional convergence but papers by Grossman 
and Helpman, Mankiw, Romer, and Weil, and Park have focused on factors that might cause 
divergence or conditional convergence, e.g., human capital and R&D investments. Under 
these models, the percentage change in output (per capita) is modeled as a function of the 
percentage change in both the inputs (usually labor and capital) and the stock of innovations 
(the technical knowledge pool). To capture the advances in knowledge within the neoclassical 
growth models, technology is thought of as either "augmenting" inputs, in which the rate of 
change in the stock of innovations is considered exogenous, or as "disembodied," in which 
advancements are captured in the exogenous parameters and the error structure. 
For U.S. agriculture, a few studies have examined state total factor productivity (TFP) 
growth rates to gain an understanding of sources of growth (e.g., see Huffman and Evenson, 
Evenson), but little systematic effort has been devoted to unconditional or conditional 
convergence of state TFP growth rates or to relate convergence to public and private R&D 
and other variables. For example, if convergence is occurring, it may be related to a state's 
own R&D investment or to interstate R&D spillovers. With possibly shrinking real public 
resources for agricultural research, a greater understanding of impacts of R&D and spillover 
effects seem important to future funding decisions. For example, if there are significant 
interstate spillover effects of public agriculture research, then policies to encourage regional 
cooperation in research are important. 
The objectives of this article are to test for convergence in state agricultural TFP 
8 
growth rates and to examine the contributions of public and private R&D to convergence 
during the period starting immediately after post-World War H adjustments to price controls 
and rationing and ending at the beginning of the 1980's adjustments to interest-rate de­
regulation and genetic engineering of plants and animals.5 State rather than national aggregate 
data provide a much larger sample size and potentially richer variation in the relevant 
variables. The time period covered by the study, 1950-82, permits us to build on an unusually 
rich data set containing crop and livestock subsector information that exists only for this 
period. In fact, the Huffman and Evenson data set used in this study is the first and until 
recently the only state TFP data set. The years 1950-82 also represent a period of U.S. 
agricultural history when there was unusually rapid technical (and structural) change 
(Gardner). At the national aggregate level, virtually all of the real output growth during this 
period, which averaged 2.1% per year, is due to total factor productivity growth, which 
averaged 2.0% per year (Ball, Bueau, Nehring, and Somwara). In contrast to other 
convergence studies, we employ an empirical approach that is relatively insensitive to the 
choice of the beginning (and ending) year of the study. 
When agricultural research activity in a given state is increased, there are two types of 
expected impacts on convergence. First, it increases the frontiers of knowledge and 
agricultural productivity in the performing state and tends to slow the rate of convergence in 
agricultural productivity across states. Second, it may enhance a state's ability to borrow 
5 The agricultural financial crisis started in 1982 and led to a large disinvestment in physical 
capital in agriculture (Ball, et al.). In 1980, the Cohen-Boyer patent on basic technique of 
gene splicing and the first patent on a man-made micro-organism were awarded (Office of 
Technology Assessment). 
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advances in knowledge from other states, which would speed the rate of convergence. Hence, 
the hypothesis is that an increase in agricultural R&D in any state has effects on the rate of 
convergence of TFP growth that pull in opposite directions. The expected net effect on 
convergence of state-sponsored research, however, is non-increasing. Because of major 
differences in the biological processes of crop and livestock production, convergence seems 
likely to differ across subsectors. 
Table 2.1 shows the TFP growth rates for the crop and livestock subsectors of forty-
two U.S. states for subperiods 1950-82. As shown, differences exist in TFP growth rates 
across the states for a given time period and across the sub-periods for a given state. While 
variation in TFP growth rates provide little evidence of TFP convergence, it does offer the 
foundation for convergence research. 
Preliminary evidence of convergence of TFP growth rates using our state level data 
are presented in figure 2.1. Charts 2.1-2.3 provide a plot of the state annual average growth 
rates of TFP during 1950-82 for the crop and livestock subsectors and aggregate agricultural 
sector against dnTFP at the beginning of the period for forty-two U.S. states and the OLS 
regression line. As shown, the annual average growth rates of state TFP for the crop and 
livestock subsectors and aggregate sector are negatively related to finTFP at the beginning of 
the period. These charts suggest a careful examination of convergence of state agricultural 
TFP growth rates may be a fruitful study. 
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Table 2.1 : Annual crop and livestock MFP growth rates by state and region 
for selected periods.6 
Crop Production MFP Livestock Production MFP 
State/Region 1950-60 1961-70 1971-77 1978-82 1950-60 1961-70 1971-77 1978-82 
Northeast 
New York .21 2.37 -3.40 -1.01 1.42 1.27 .35 3.44 
New Jersey .91 2.12 -4.63 -.49 1.80 1.83 -2.31 4.69 
Pennsylvania 2.68 3.28 -.15 .43 2.40 1.35 2.73 4.24 
Delaware 2.82 .07 -2.65 3.47 3.71 3.00 4.79 2.90 
Maryland 1.36 1.85 -3.22 4.95 2.50 2.13 2.60 1.97 
Region Total 1.10 1.95 -2.87 -.35 2.04 1.56 1.65 3.64 
Lake States 
Michigan 2.59 2.75 3.46 3.02 .82 2.03 4.19 1.10 
Minnesota 4.76 2.20 4.84 .60 1.14 .97 2.21 -.12 
Wisconsin .41 3.65 4.02 -2.31 2.05 1.83 1.37 1.20 
Region Total 2.87 2.19 3.81 -.47 1.50 1.49 2.23 .62 
Com Belt 
Ohio 2.83 2.25 1.09 1.73 1.49 2.04 -.88 3.59 
Indiana 3.62 1.61 1.38 3.94 1.03 1.37 -1.50 3.76 
Illinois 3.81 .38 2.92 2.19 1.20 -.04 -1.51 1.56 
Iowa 3.43 2.05 .90 3.75 -.04 .30 .37 -.97 
Missouri 3.52 .44 4.83 1.27 1.27 1.21 2.96 -.11 
Region Total 3.33 1.06 1.75 2.02 .84 .75 -.03 .58 
Northern Plains 
North Dakota 1.28 2.03 2.53 5.27 3.03 -.04 2.22 -1.02 
South Dakota 3.93 -.48 3.91 3.74 2.26 .52 1.49 -2.13 
Nebraska 2.79 .75 3.61 1.45 1.17 1.01 -.75 -.33 
Kansas 5.01 -.14 1.89 .56 1.78 1.76 -.90 1.80 
Region Total 3.47 .29 2.67 1.88 1.82 .89 -.07 -.13 
Apoalachia 
Virginia 1.62 2.51 -1.08 2.02 2.90 2.32 3.80 1.23 
West Virginia 1.27 .48 -1.64 9.14 3.60 2.32 3.22 4.95 
Kentucky 1.26 2.45 4.26 3.09 3.39 2.99 -.07 10.02 
North Carolina 3.61 3.32 -.30 2.63 4.81 3.06 2.02 3.14 
Tennessee 2.45 1.30 3.38 4.82 2.46 2.02 1.47 3.71 
Region Total 2.47 2.31 .96 2.62 3.46 2.74 1.76 4.89 
Southeast 
South Carolina 3.95 3.04 1.54 4.38 5.03 2.79 .28 5.11 
Georgia 4.09 3.50 -3.09 7.42 3.72 .99 .52 3.10 
Florida .14 2.44 1.68 -.38 1.53 -1.88 3.51 -.33 
Alabama 4.87 1.81 1.91 6.40 5.67 1.00 2.30 1.91 
Region Total 3.46 3.13 .27 2.82 3.83 .62 1.70 2.21 
6 Source: Huffman and Evenson 1993, p. 200 
Table 2.1: (continued). 
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Crop Production MFP Livestock Production Mh h* 
State/Region 1950-60 1961-70 1971-77 1978-82 1950-60 1961-70 1971-77 1978-82 
Delta States 
Mississippi 5.51 4.50 1.93 2.82 5.68 1.94 3.23 3.53 
Arkansas 5.67 2.96 1.99 .04 4.46 1.77 3.84 4.98 
Louisiana 3.29 4.72 1.45 1.02 2.21 2.32 3.05 4.34 
Region Total 5.03 3.63 1.42 .82 4.07 1.88 3.46 4.49 
Southern Plains 
Oklahoma 10.01 -2.29 4.43 .49 2.24 -.34 1.25 2.65 
Texas 5.49 .76 4.36 -5.39 1.65 -.25 .24 .15 
Region Total 6.39 -.04 3.83 -4.26 1.64 -.36 .53 .74 
Mountain States 
Montana -1.66 2.18 .69 1.24 4.20 -.18 .13 .65 
Idaho -.94 4.49 -1.69 2.55 2.11 .37 .36 2.61 
Wyoming -1.05 5.40 -1.10 .14 2.20 .26 .98 -.32 
Colorado 4.21 .57 .30 2.53 1.31 .05 1.48 2.88 
New Mexico 5.03 2.05 2.69 -1.38 .96 -.70 -1.71 4.39 
Arizona 1.11 1.12 3.82 -3.65 -2.04 .72 -.99 -1.71 
Utah -2.53 2.64 -.50 -2.30 2.27 .03 1.86 .12 
Nevada -1.04 6.57 3.09 -.98 -2.54 -.12 .64 .17 
Region Total .96 1.76 .58 .10 1.45 -.08 .26 1.38 
3acific States 
Washington -1.10 3.52 1.90 2.29 3.17 .60 2.98 2.72 
Oregon 1.41 3.01 2.10 1.00 2.20 1.46 .03 2.27 
California 2.45 2.68 3.35 -1.51 .47 .50 .33 2.01 
Region Total 1.75 2.49 2.84 -1.01 1.27 .60 .74 2.16 
12 
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Chart 3: TFP Growth Versus Initial Levels of TFP 




Figure 2.1: TFP growth versus initial levels of TFP crop sector (chart 1), livestock sector 
(chart 2), and aggregate agricultural sector (chart 3) 
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The Model 
Convergence can be either unconditional or conditional (Mankiw, Romer and Weil; 
Barro and Sala-i-Martin; Jones, p. 62). If TFP convergence is unconditional, then all states 
have the same steady state and TFP converges to the same level across all states. If TFP 
convergence is conditional, then each state has in principle a unique steady state and it is 
converging to its own steady state. In this case, TFP levels are not going to converge across 
states. 
Biological Processes 
In agriculture, where production is one of biological processes and geoclimatic 
conditions have a major impact on the production processes, unconditional convergence 
seems unlikely. With a national market for inputs and an international market for outputs, 
geoclimatic conditions and transport costs are major factors in determining the comparative 
advantage of each state in the production of crop and livestock products generally and in the 
exact composition of crop or livestock products (see figure 2.2). The biological processes for 
crops and livestock production are also constrained differently by seasonal and spatial 
attributes. 
The seasonal and spatial nature of crop production places severe constraints on 
mechanization and on large scale units. Plant biological (clocks) processes are sequenced by 
day-length and temperature, which greatly limits the use of mechanization to speed up the 
production process. To the extent that some mechanization is possible, it is limited to a 
particular phase, e.g., field preparation, harvesting. Plants occupy fixed land area as they 
14 
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Figure 2.2: U.S. agricultural geo-climate regions and subregions; source Huffinan and 
Evenson 1993 
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grow and are land intensive, except for greenhouse crops, and machines suitable for 
mechanization must be mobile moving across the fields or through plant materials that are 
fixed in location. Thus, the mechanization that is possible is Eargely limited to mobile power. 
Historically, crop rotation, or nonspecialized production, has been one method of controlling 
pest and disease problems and balancing soil nutrient availability with plant nutrient needs. 
Modem chemical and biological control of pests and chemical fertilizers are relatively new 
technologies that are a substitute for crop rotation. 
Livestock production is relatively free of constraints due to seasonal and spatial 
attributes. It is economically feasible to speed up or slow down the biological process during 
the growing and finishing phases by changing the diet and activity level of animals and poultry. 
Production can be organized in sequential phases with different farms specializing in each 
phase or all phases occur on one farm. Livestock growing and finishing need not be land 
intensive and can occurred in large, confined facilities, which are similar to industrial plants 
where intermediate materials pass through a fixed facility and are transformed, using 
mechanical and electronic techniques, into useful output. The composition of feeds, 
mechanization, and management can be used to affect the rate of the production process. 
Diseases in confined animal feeding systems can be controlled by using animal health products 
and segregation of animals by age. Hence, major differences in the biological processes of 
crop and livestock production and in geoclimatic conditions across the states exist, and they 
provide the primary rationale for focusing on conditional convergence and possible differences 
in convergence between crop and livestock subsectors. 
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Convergence 
For unconditional convergence to occur across geographic regions, a sufficient 
condition for convergence is that the cross sectional dispersion in TFP growth declines over 
time (Lichtenberg). Consider the regression equation: 
(2.1) var(2n TFPJ = <{>! + <t>2t + €, 
where 6, is a zero mean random disturbance term. When equation (2.1) is fitted to data 
derived from a panel of state observations, the sufficient condition for convergence to the 
same TFP level for all states is that <f>2 is negative and significantly different from zero. This 
condition that <f>2 is negative is labeled as "o-convergence." Where <t>2 is not significantly 
negative, then unconditional convergence does not occur, or growth rates across states might 
diverge over time. Also, if unconditional o-convergence is rejected, then the test can be 
applied to states within regional subgroupings of states. This then becomes a test of 
convergence of TFP levels across all states within a regional group. If o-convergence is 
rejected for regional sub-groups of states, states within a regional group could still 
convergence to a steady state TFP growth rate, o-convergence tends to be sensitive to 
shocks that have a common influence on subgroup regions (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, p. 385). 
For conditional convergence, consider the following representation of the average rate 
TFP growth over the interval T (say 5 years) that is adapted from Barro and Sala-i-Martin 
(1991, 1992): 
(2.2) (l/T)6n(TFPtVr/TFPt) = 
**É«A-[(1  - e " C T ) / T l  MTFP.)  -  f t"  j = l 
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where DjS are dichotomous regional indicators; |i* is a zero mean, constant variance 
disturbance term.7 
From equation (2.2), a key relationship for conditional convergence is: 
(2.3) d[l/T2n(TFPt,T/TFPt)]/d[en(TFPt)] = -(l-e"pT)/T. 
A necessary condition for conditional convergence is that -1< - ( 1 - e ~pT)<0 (Lichtenberg). 
if p>0, a higher initial level of TFP % implies a lower average TFP growth rates over the 
interval T. We refer to this condition as "P-convergence." For a given (3, as T-=° (the interval 
gets large) then - ( 1 - e "px)/T goes to 0, implying the average growth in TFP is determined 
by a, the steady state growth rate, and shocks ( ji* ). P-convergence tends to generate o-
convergence, but new disturbances that tend to increase dispersion offset this process (Barro 
and Sala-i-Martin, p.383). When the a's are permitted to vary across regions, it is clear that 
TFP levels will in general differ in the steady state. 
If the rate of P-convergence is related to public and private research and farmers' 
schooling, then consider the linear relationship: 
(2.4) P(R,,R, \ R ,p,E,) = PO-P11V|32R,'-P,R,P*P4B1, 
7 The random disturbance term, n;*, can be represented as the average of two annual error 
terms, ^ = 1/5 (ni6 - |i;i), ^if2 = 1/5 (ni7 - gi2), etc., where (iit's are disturbances in an 
annual relationship. See Appendix A for a more extensive discussion of the error structure 
used in this model. 
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where R, and Rt* represent stocks of own public agricultural research and spillin stocks of 
public agricultural research, Rtp is the stock of private agricultural research, and Et is farmers' 
average schooling level. 
Both public and private agricultural research are major sources of advances in 
knowledge or innovations increasing productivity in agriculture. Public agricultural research 
in the federal government is conducted largely by the USD A's Agricultural Research Service 
and Economic Research Service. This research has a national or regional focus suggesting 
widespread geographical benefits. Public agricultural research in the state institutions is 
conducted largely by the state agricultural experiment stations and state veterinary medicine 
schools. The primary goal of agricultural research conducted in these state institutions is to 
benefit the clientele residing in the respective states and secondarily to provide spillover 
benefits elsewhere (Huffman and Just). When additional public agricultural research is 
undertaken in one state, we expect an increase in productivity there and this will tend to slow 
the rate of convergence in TFP growth rates. As spillover benefits flow to other states, TFP 
growth rates in other states will increase, and this will tend to cause convergence of TFP 
growth. We expect the net effects of public agricultural research undertaken within each state 
to be non-increasing. 
Private sector R&D is undertaken with the expectation of marketable products, 
processes, or biological materials which will be profitable (Moschini and Lapan; Huffinan and 
Just). Two key dimensions of profitability are profit margins and total number of units 
marketed or size of the market (e.g., see Griliches). These products, processes or materials 
may be targeted or developed for markets that are sizable, frequently extending across several 
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states. These are thought of as high volume commodities or applications with profits driven 
from large volume rather than large margins. Alternatively, these products, processes or 
materials may be targeted or developed for niche markets, having only state or regional 
applications. These are viewed as high margin commodities or applications, with profits 
driven from large margins rather than large volume. Thus, we expect that private R&D will 
be a positive factor for convergence of TFP growth if private R&D targets the high volume 
commodities or applications. Otherwise, we expect private R&D to be a negative factor for 
convergence if private R&D targets high margin, niche markets. 
Efficient channels of technology transfer and adoption are expected to be a positive 
factor for convergence of TFP growth rates. Farmers' education has been shown to affect 
their decisions on adoption of new and profitable technologies and on information acquisition 
or to more generally enhance technology transfer (see Huffinan; Wozniak). Thus, we 
hypothesize that an increase in the average education of a state's farmers will increase the rate 
of TFP convergence. 
In equation (2.4), the Pj's are of primary interest: P„ represents the "fixed effect" or 
common rate of conditional "P-convergence" of TFP growth across all states. If an increase 
in a state's own public agricultural research stock (RJ tends to slow the rate of TFP 
convergence, Px will be negative. If an increase in the public agricultural research stock from 
other states spillins (R/ ) and tends to cause an increase in the rate of convergence, then P2 
will be positive. If private agricultural research has a wide application, then P3 will be 
positive. If farmers' education enhance interstate technology transfers, then P4 will be 
positive. 
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Data and Variables 
The data for this study builds on earlier work by Huffman and Evenson (1993, 1994) 
which created the first and only state agricultural productivity data set containing crop and 
livestock subsectors. The data are annual, 1950-82, and cover 42 U.S. states. In this data set, 
the New England states, Alaska, and Hawaii were excluded primarily because they accounted 
for a small share of total U.S. farm output (about 2% in 1974), and this share has been 
declining over time. In addition, Alaska and Hawaii are geographically isolated from the other 
48 contiguous states, and this isolation makes spillovers of public agricultural research 
different than for contiguous states. Thus, our data set contains only 42 states. 
The state total factor productivity measures are ratios of Tomqvist-Theil state quantity 
indexes for outputs and inputs.8 Output is gross rather than net because purchased 
intermediate inputs frequently embody new technology affecting agricultural productivity. 
Advantages to disaggregating agriculture into crop and livestock subsectors include 
recognizing that: (1) major differences in the biological processes exist, (2) crop and livestock 
production frequently occur on different farms and in different geographical regions, and (3) 
crop output is an input to livestock production, but livestock output is not generally an input 
to crop production. Hence, a clearer picture of the sources of agricultural productivity can be 
obtained from two subsectors than from one aggregate sector. The primary disadvantages are 
that significant additional work is required to allocate some of the farm inputs, e.g., machinery 
and labor, between the subsectors and decisions on the allocations are arbitrary. 
8 The TFP construction uses standard methods as suggested in USDA and similar to those 
employed by Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumani. 
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The output indexes are constructed from thirty-four different output categories, 
twenty-six crop and eight livestock output categories. Crop output that is fed to livestock is 
both an output of the crop subsector and an input to the livestock subsector. Feeder livestock 
are an output in the state or region where they are produced, and the output of livestock 
feeding enterprises is net weight added to feeder livestock. Outputs are measured as calendar 
year production. The input categories for the crop subsector are fertilizer, seed, land, labor, 
capital services, and miscellaneous inputs. The input categories for the livestock subsector are 
feed purchased, feed fed on farms, hay, land, labor, capital services, and miscellaneous inputs. 
The land input is measured in nonirrigated-cropland equivalent units. Labor is measured in 
man-hours of operator, unpaid family, and hired labor. The capital service measure includes 
the imputed service flow on buildings and machines plus repair and operating expenses for 
building and machinery. 
Output prices are expected farm level state average prices for the production year. 
For purchased inputs, actual production year state average prices are used. The price of land 
services is a constructed state cash rental rate for nonirrigated cropland. The price of labor is 
the state average hourly wage rate for hired farm labor. The price of capital services is a 
weighted average of the implicit prices of capital services (interest plus depreciation on 
current value of the machines and buildings) and the price of repair and operating expenses for 
building and machinery. See Huffinan and Evenson (1993, Ch. 7; 1994, Ch. 10) for greater 
detail. The state TFP levels have the following spatial dimension. The state productivity 
indexes created by Huffman and Evenson were normalized by the 1949-52 national average 
value of the respective TFP indexes, and these are the TFP values we use. Thus, each state's 
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TFP level is measured relative to the 1949-52 national average TFP level for a subsector, i.e., 
each state does not have a TFP level of 1.0 at the beginning of the period. 
The public and private research stock variables and farmers schooling are also taken 
from the Huffinan-Evenson data. set. Because we are ultimately concerned about implications 
for state and national funding decisions on public agricultural research, we adopt the regional 
grouping of states used by Khanaia, Huffinan, and Sandler (see table 2.2). This latter study 
focused on state government decisions on expenditures for agricultural research.9 See table 
2.2 for more details on definitions of variables. 
Results 
State TFP growth rates for a crop subsector, livestock subsector, and aggregate 
agricultural sector are examined -for evidence of convergence. The TFP growth rates are 
defined for all twenty-eight five-year overlapping intervals, 1950-82. By using overlapping 
intervals, we avoid having to cho-ose an arbitrary starting and ending point as in Barro and 
Sala-i-Martin (1991, 1995), Lichtenberg, and Sala-i-Martin. This makes our estimates for P~ 
convergence much less sensitive to the starting and ending dates of the data series than the 
approach used in these other studies which examine the average rate of change between end 
points of a series. If technology transfer and adoption are occurring relatively rapidly, a five-
year interval seems long enough for indications of convergence in TFP growth rates to occur. 
9 The regional groupings follow state political borders rather than geoclimatic borders. The 
reason to use political rather than geoclimatic borders stems from our focus on governmental 
funding, which is currently based on political borders. 
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Agricultural sector total factor productivity, relative to national 
average TFP in 1949-52 
Crop subsector total factor productivity, relative to national 
average TFPC in 1949-52 
Livestock subsector total factor productivity, relative to national 
average TFPL in 1949-52 
Dj=l if state in region j—1; 0 otherwise. 
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin 
Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota 
Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, 
Wyoming 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia 
Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania 
Crop sector, state public commodity oriented research stock 
constructed using commodity share weights and a timelag pattern 
over 33 years of (7,6,20). 
Livestock sector, state public commodity oriented research stock 
constructed using commodity share weights and a timelag pattern 
over 33 years of (7,6,20). 
Crop sector, similar subregion, state public commodity oriented 
research stock of spillin crop research from other states in similar 
geoclimatic subregion. 
Crop sector, similar region, state public commodity oriented research 
stock of spillin crop research from other states in similar geoclimatic 
region excluding RSSC,. 
Livestock sector, similar subregion, state public commodity oriented 
research stock of spillin livestock research from other states in similar 
geoclimatic subregion. 
Livestock sector, similar region, state public commodity oriented 
research stock of spillin livestock research from other states in 
similar geoclimatic region excluding RSSL,. 
Crop Sector, state private agricultural research stock constructed 
using commodity revenue weights and a timelag pattern over 
33 years of (7,6^0). 
Livestock Sector, state private agricultural research stock constructed 
using commodity revenue weights and a timelag pattern 
over 33 years of (7,6,20). 
State average number of years of schooling completed by rural 
farm males 25 years of age and older (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 































* The pacific region dummy is excluded. States included are California, Oregon, Washington. 
6 See Huffman and Evenson, 1993 (Ch 7) and 1994 (Ch 10), for explanation of variables used. 
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Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 present estimates of the parameters of equations (2.1) and (2.2), and 
they provide the evidence for tests of hypotheses about convergence. 
Convergence 
We provide evidence of o-convergence by fitting equation (2.1) by ordinary least 
squares to annual cross-sectional variances for 6n TFP over 1950-82 and P-convergence by 
fitting equation (2.2) by the maximum likelihood method to our data on TFP for overlapping 
five-year intervals 1950-82. If we do not find evidence of o-convergence, this does not 
necessarily imply that state TFP growth rates do not converge to their own steady state 
growth rate. 
In the top panel of table 2.3, the results from fitting equation (2.1) to the cross-section 
variance for forty-two states is reported. The estimates of <t>2 are positive and significantly 
different from zero. Hence, they are not negative and imply divergence in TFP levels across 
the forty-two states for the crop and livestock subsectors and the agricultural sector. 
We now provide evidence for o-convergence for seven regional groups of states. 
Panel B of table 2.3 reports results from fitting equation (2.1) to these data. For the crop 
subsector, three of the seven estimates of <f)2 are negative, and two of them are significantly 
different from zero. For the livestock subsector, two of the seven estimates of <f)2 are 
negative, and one of them is significantly different from zero. For the agricultural sector, four 
of the seven estimates of (j)2 are negative, and three of them are significantly different from 
zero. Hence, we interpret the evidence in table 2.4 as contradicting o-convergence. Although 
TFP levels do not in general converge, there is some evidence of o-convergence: 
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B. By Region 
Central (8 states) 
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N. Plains (4 states) 
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Mountain (8 states) 
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Table 2.4: Parameter estimates of crop, livestock, and aggregate sector TFP growth rate 
equations: Five year overlapping state averages, 1950-1982 
(t-values in parentheses); N=1176 
Crop Livestock Aggregate Crop Livestock Aggregate 
Variables Parameters subsector subsector sector subsector subsector sector 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Intercept1 a 0.022 0.016 0.021 0.037 0.018 0.031 
(19.48) (16.87) (28.45) (3-93) (5.04) (9.25) 
Dt(Central) 6, -0.002 -0.003 -0.005 
(0-25) (0-61) (1.2 5) 
D2(N. Plains) 6, -0.009 -0.001 -0.005 
(0.93) (0.25) (1-44) 
D3(Mountain) ô, -0.028 -0.016 -0.024 
(2.90) (4.06) (6.84) 
D4(S. Plains) 6, -0.006 0.010 -0.001 
(0-62) (2-25) (0.31) 
D,(Southeast) 6, -0.016 0.013 -0.005 
(1-63) (3.19) (1-41) 
Ds(Northeast) ô6 -0.023 0.012 -0.007 
(2-31) (2.75) (1.79) P 0.021 0.003 0.017 0.028 0.028 0.028 
(7.79) (0.95) (7.40) (15.68) (12.05) (15.10) 
R2 0.054 0.001 0.048 0.120 0.111 0.181 
-(l-e-^zr -0.020 -0.003 -0.016 -0.027 -0.027 -0.027 
Note: Dependent variable is ln(TFP^/TFPJ. See equation (2.2). 
a Pacific region effects are included in the Intercept 
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the crop subsector for the Southern Plains and Northeast, the livestock subsector the 
Southeast region, and in the aggregate sector in the Central, Southeast, and Pacific regions. 
However, with the estimate of 4>2 in the regional subgroups being positive and significant in 
nine cases and in the national results being positive and significant in all three cases, the 
conclusion in these data is that (unconditional) dispersion of TFP levels is the norm. 
When we fit equation (2.3) to the data for the 42 states with the regional effects 
removed, the estimates of P for the crop subsector, livestock subsector, and aggregate 
agricultural sector are positive, implying convergence in TFP growth rates to steady states 
[see columns (1), (2), and (3) of table 2.4]. The estimates of P are significantly different from 
zero in the crop subsector and aggregate agricultural sector but not for the livestock 
subsector. However, the estimates of P are quite different; 0.021 for the crop subsector, 
0.003 for the livestock subsector, and 0.017 for the aggregate agricultural sector, suggesting 
quite different rates of convergence. These results imply that the average speed of 
convergence is 2.1% per year, 0.3% per year, and 1.7% per year for the crop and livestock 
subsectors and aggregate agricultural sector, respectively. 
Using the estimates of P from column (1), (2), and (3) of table 2.4, the change in the 
TFP growth rate for a change in finTFP, can be calculated using equation (2.3). For the crop 
and livestock subsectors and aggregate agricultural sector, a 1% increase in 6nTFPt results in 
slowing the TFP growth rate by 2.0, 0.3, and 1.6 percent, respectively. These results suggest 
that for the U.S. agricultural sector and crop subsector, states having lower productivity levels 
at any t tend to have higher rates of TFP growth over the near future than those states with 
higher productivity levels. 
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Next we report results for P-convergence with regional fixed effects [see columns (4), 
(5), and (6) of table 2.4]. The hypothesis to be tested is that there are common but 
unspecified regional effects on the long-run steady state properties of TFP growth as reflected 
in a and ôj, the steady state growth rate. The Pacific region is the reference region where the 
coefficients of the regional dummy variables provide estimates of difference relative to the 
Pacific region. 
The coefficients of seven of the eighteen regional dummy variables in the three TFP 
convergence equations are significantly different from zero at the 5% level.10 For the 
crop sector and aggregate agricultural sector equations, the coefficients of all regional dummy 
variables are negative implying that the Pacific region has a long-run steady state agricultural 
TFP growth rate that is higher than the other regions. For the livestock sector equation, the 
coefficients of regional dummy variables are negative for the Central, Northern Plains, and 
Mountain regions, and positive for the other regions. These positive coefficients imply higher 
rates of long-run steady state livestock TFP growth for these regions relative to the Pacific 
region.11 
10 The null hypothesis that the coefficients of the regional dummy variables are jointly zero is 
rejected at the 5% significant level. The sample value of the x2 for the crop, livestock and 
aggregate sector is 178, 200, and 196, respectively, and the critical value is 12.59 with 6 
degrees of freedom. The conclusion is that regional differences in the long-run steady state of 
TFP growth rates do exist. 
11 However, to the extent that there are important variables for explaining cross-state variation 
in convergence that are excluded from the regressions but are correlated with the regional 
dummy variables, the estimated coefficients of the dummy variables will be biased (Greene, 
pp. 402-4). 
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After controlling for regional fixed effects on a, the estimate of the convergence 
parameter P is larger than those reported in table 2.3; 0.028 vs. 0.021 for the crop subsector, 
0.028 vs. 0.003 for the livestock subsector, and 0.028 vs. 0.017 for the aggregate sector. 
Incorporating regional fixed effects into the growth equation has the largest impact in the 
livestock subsector equation. Now all three estimates of the p's are significantly different 
from zero. The estimates of the convergence parameter P imply that the speed of 
convergence is 2.8% per year. TBhese results imply a larger 6nTFPt slows the rate of growth of 
TFP in the future by 2.7%. Thus„ incorporating regional differences in the steady state growth 
rates has resulted in higher rates of implied P-convergence. This seems consistent with 
significant interregional differences in climate, soils, public agricultural research activity, and 
other things that can be expected rto affect agricultural TFP growth rates. With the estimate 
of P now being the same size acroess the crop and livestock subsectors and the aggregate 
sector, the results seem consistent: with open economy adjustments. 
Furthermore, the results ini table 2.4 imply significantly different steady state growth 
rates across some of the regions. ZFor the crop subsector, the estimates of the & are 
all negative implying that the steady state growth rates are lower outside the Pacific region; 
however, the estimate of ôj is significantly different than zero only for the Mountain and 
Northeast regions. The steady staite growth rate is 2.8% lower for the Mountain region and 
2.3% lower for the Northeast region compared to the Pacific region. The differences seem 
consistent with agro-climate and structural differences. 
For the livestock subsector, the estimates of ôj are negative for the Central, Northern 
Plains, and Mountain regions. However, ôj is significantly different from zero for only the 
Mountain region, implying the steady state growth rate is 1.6 percentage points lower than for 
the Pacific region. The estimates of Ôj are positive and significantly different from zero in the 
Southern Plains, Southeast, and Northeast regions. For these regions, the steady state growth 
in the livestock sector is 1.0 to 1.3 percentage points higher than in the Pacific region. These 
are regions where poultry production was growing rapidly and the technology was changing 
rapidly. Also, the estimate of ô6 (Northeast region) is negative and significant for the crop 
subsector but positive and significant for the livestock subsector. These estimates suggest 
dramatically different relative performance of the crop and livestock subsectors steady state 
growth rates in some regions. 
For the aggregate sector, all the estimates of the ôj's are negative, but ô3 is the only 
one that is significantly different from zero. Thus, our results show that the Mountain region 
had significantly lower steady state growth rates for the crop and livestock subsectors and the 
aggregate sector relative to the Pacific region and all other regions. 
We now report the results from a test of the variable rate of P-convergence model 
[i.e., results from fitting equation (2.2) after substituting equation (2.4)]. The hypothesis to be 
tested is that the speed of convergence, after controlling for regional differences in the steady 
state growth rate, is a function of state public and private research stocks and farmers' 
schooling. Public research stocks are separated into three components using a national map of 
agricultural geoclimatic regions and subregions (see figure 2.2, and Huffman and Evenson 
1993, p. 195). For each state, there is an own research stock variable (RSt) and two spillin 
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research stock variables.12 One spillin research stock variable is for the stock of research 
performed outside the state of interest but in similar subregions of adjacent states (RSSt*). 
The other spillin research stock variable is for the stock of research performed outside the 
state of interest and similar subregions of adjacent states but otherwise within the same 
geoclimatic region(s) as the observation state (RSRj). If public agricultural research is an 
impure public good, we expect RSSt* to have a larger impact on convergence of TFP growth 
rates than RSRt* because RSSt* should be a better technological match. These research 
stock variables are from Huffman and Evenson (1993). 
The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters for the crop subsector, livestock 
subsector, and aggregate agricultural sector are reported in table 2.5.13 The results show that 
a state's own investment in public agricultural research has no significant effect on the rate of 
conditional convergence in the crop and livestock subsectors. However, in the aggregate 
sector, own investment in crop research speeds conditional convergence. Surprisingly, larger 
public agricultural research spillin variables increase the speed of conditional convergence for 
the crop subsector but slow convergence in the livestock subsector. The very different effects 
of public research spillins in the crop and livestock subsectors are consistent with there being 
major differences in the way technology is developed and transferred in these two subsectors. 
12 Our research variables are stock rather than flow variables for recent years. The stock is 
created as a weighted summation of expenditures over the past 33 years. This greatly reduces 
the possibility of simultaneous equation bias in the estimated coefficients. 
13 The three equations, crop and livestock subsectors and the aggregate agricultural sector, 
were estimated as a system using full information maximum likelihood. Also, note that the 
estimates ô4, ôs, and ô6 are negative in the crop TFP growth rate equation but positive in the 
livestock equation. 
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Table 2.5: Parameter estimates of crop subsector, livestock subsector, and aggregate TFP 
growth rate equations: Five year overlapping state averages, 1950-1982, with a 
full set of factors (t-values in parentheses). N=1176 
Crop Livestock Aggregate 
Variables Parameters subsector subsector sector 
Intercept* 0.047 0.021 0.037 
(5.56) (5.75) (10.96) 
D^Central) », -0.008 -0.005 -0.009 (0.84) (1.21) (2.26) 
DZCN. Plains) 8, -0.018 -O.OOO -0.010 
(2.05) (0.03) (2.77) 
D3(Mbuntain) 03 -0.038 -0.017 -0.030 (4.22) (4.44) (8.48) 
D«(S. Plains) 5, -0.016 0.007 -0.008 (1.70) (1.46) (2.11) 
D$(Southeast) 8s -0.024 0.008 -0.011 (2.76) (1.99) (3.13) 
D((Northeast) 8, -0.033 0.006 -0.015 
(3.45) (1.40) (4.00) PO -0.062 0.313 0.009 (1.91) (6.08) (0.20) 
RCT" P? 0.002 0.005 (0.57) (3.04) 
RL, P" -0.001 -0.000 
(0.30) (0.00) 
RSSCt* PZ 0.008 0.004 (2.27) (1.73) 
RSRC; P= 0.004 0.001 
(1.79) (0.67) 
RSSLF PZ -0.000 0.000 (0.82) (0.40) 
RSRL," p= -0.006 0.000 
(2.71) (0.27) 
RC* p? -0.028 -0.012 (4.16) (1.40) 
RLT* PI -0.037 -0.019 (7.47) (2.87) 
E, P. 0.012 0.011 0.009 
(4.40) (5.00) (4.04) 
R2 PC 0.121 0.160 0.200 0.041 0.052 0.018 
CI-E^YR -0.037 -0.046 -0.017 
• The pacific region dummy is excluded. 
" Note that the addition of "C" to a variable name denotes crop and an "L" denotes livestock. 
c Calculated using the sample means. 
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For the aggregate sector, all of the coefficients of the spillin variables are positive, but none is 
significantly different from zero at the 5% level. Hence, some subsector effects seem to get 
lost in the aggregation of growth rates into only one aggregate agricultural sector. 
Larger private agricultural stocks slow conditional convergence of TFP growth rates in 
both the crop and livestock subsectors. The coefficients of private crop and livestock research 
in the aggregate sector equation are also negative. Thus, an increase in private agriculture 
research tends to slow the rate of conditional convergence of TFP. This result is consistent 
with the hypothesis that private R&D targets the high margin, niche markets rather than low 
margin, high volume markets that would facilitate broad interstate spillovers. 
Farmers' education increases the speed of conditional convergence of TFP growth rates. 
The coefficient of farmers' education in the crop and livestock sector TFP growth equations is 
positive and significantly different from zero at the 5% level. This finding is consistent with 
farmers' education enhancing their ability to acquire information and adopt profitable new 
technologies, thereby enhancing technology transfers. 
The joint null hypothesis that the rate of conditional convergence does not depend on 
public and private R&D stocks and farmers' schooling (i.e., P1=P2=P3=P=0) is rejected at the 
5% significant level. The sample values of the x2 for the crop, livestock and aggregate sector 
are 17, 38, and 46, respectively, and the critical values are 11.07, 11.07, and 16.92 with 5, 5, 
and 9 degrees of freedom, respectively. 
Using the sample means for the public and private research variables and farmers 
schooling and estimated PjS from table 2.5, estimates of P in equation (2.4) are obtained. The 
implied estimates of the conditional convergence rate for the crop and livestock subsectors 
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and aggregate agricultural sector are 4.1, 5.2, and 1.8 percent per year, respectively. Using 
equation (2.3), the implied change in the average rate of TFP growth due to a 1% increase in 
finTFP, is -3.7, -4.6 and -1.7 percent, respectively. Thus, our variable rate of convergence 
model implies significant conditional convergence to a steady state. 
An alternative representation of agricultural research spillin effects is one where public 
agricultural research conducted in any state is equally likely to spillin to any other state. The 
idea is that "own" state research is different from "other" states' research, but research 
conducted in any other state is equally likely to spillin. Note this does not imply that other 
states' agricultural research transfers perfectly. Our data are such that we perform this 
experiment for both public and private agricultural research. The results from this experiment 
are reported in Appendix B. The results in table 2.6 do not support in general this alternative 
representation of agricultural research spillin effects. In the crop and livestock productivity 
equations, the coefficients of the broad based public and private agricultural research variables 
are not significantly different from zero at the 5% level. 
Overall, our empirical results lead us to reject unconditional convergence of state 
agricultural TFP growth rates for the period 1950-1982, and furthermore, they imply 
divergence generally. Our empirical results, however, provide strong evidence of conditional 
convergence of state TFP growth rates. The conditioning does show that steady state growth 
rates differ across geographic regions of the U.S. This is consistent with biological processes 
and technical change in agriculture being affected significantly by agro- and geo-climatic 
conditions, and with rejecting unconditional convergence across all U.S. states. The seeming 
contradiction between the empirical results for unconditional and conditional convergence at 
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the regional level are apparently due to the random shocks in growth rates [see equation (2.2)] 
which frequently disturb the otherwise systematic tendency toward conditional convergence. 
Our estimates of equation (2.2) reported in tables 2.4 and 2.5 yield also implied values for 
regional steady state TFP growth rates. For the crop subsector, the rate ranges from a high of 
3.5 to 5% for the Pacific and Central regions and low of less than 1.5% for the Mountain and 
Northeast regions. For the livestock subsector, the Southern Plains, Southeast, and Northeast 
have high rates of about 3% and the Mountain and Central regions have low rates of less than 
1.5%. Other regions have intermediates rates between 1.5 and 3.5%. Furthermore, for the 
Pacific, Central and Northern Plains regions, the implied steady state rate of TFP growth for 
the crop subsector is roughly two times the rate for the livestock subsector, but for the 
Southeast and Northeast regions, the growth rate is significantly lower for the crop than the 
livestock subsector. In the other two regions, implied steady state TFP growth rates are 
similar for the crop and livestock subsectors - high in the Southern Plains region and very low 
in the Mountain region. We attribute these differences largely to opportunities and limitations 
on biological processes due to regional differences in agro- and geo-climatic conditions. 
Discussion 
To the extent that spillin effects occurred over the study period, there is evidence of 
institutional history and an implied mechanism for sharing regionally research successes. The 
regional research program of the SAES system, which was established in 1946 and expanded 
in the 1955 Amended Hatch Act, has not been modified significantly until 1999 (Committee 
on the Future of the Colleges of Agriculture in the Land Grant University System). A 
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regiomal organization for ARS was established in 1972, and it has been accompanied by 
politicization by Congress of ARS's research decisions (Cole). No significant change in this 
process has occurred since 1982, and the growth in funds for USD A's own research program 
has lagged that of the SAES system (Huffman and Evenson 1993; Fuglie et al). The Federal 
Technology Transfer Act of 1986 permitted Federal laboratories to enter into cooperative 
research agreements (CRADA's) with private companies, universities, non-Federal 
government entities, and others (Fuglie et al). The purpose of the CRADA's was to speed 
commercialization of scientific discoveries, but they are a very small share of ARS's research 
(Cole]. 
Tine strengthening of intellectual property rights (EPRs) has occurred since 1970 with the 
creation of plant variety protection certificates system (1970), the U.S. Supreme Court 
decision, in Diamond vs.Chabkrabarty (1980) which extended patent protection to living 
organisms, the subsequent ruling by the Patent and Trademark Office's Board of Appeals 
which extended this decision in Exporte Hibberd (1985) to cover all plants, including open-
pollinated seeds, and the Board's decision in 1987 in Exporte Allen which further extended 
patents to cover nonhuman animal genes, traits, and breeds. This strengthening of IPRs has 
undoubtedly been a major factor in the acceleration of private agricultural R&D expenditures 
in the %J.S. since 1977, relative to public agricultural research expenditures (Fuglie et al.; 
Huffman and Evenson). The new IPRs have strengthened ownership rights, but at the same 
time, tBiey seem to have slowed the transfer and exchanges of scientific information, especially 
between the public and private sector and perhaps reduced spillovers. 
Since 1982 we see some forces promoting for greater sharing across geographic areas 
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of new technologies. However, strengthening of IPRs and a larger share of agricultural R&D 
being undertaken by the private sector provide forces pulling in the opposite direction which 
can slow technology sharing. Thus, we see no major changes in the institutional structure of 
R&D that would preclude generalizing our empirical results to the 1982-1998 period. The 
1998 Agricultural Research, Education, and Extension Act, however, does mandate greater 
multistate research and extension activity for the land-grant system than in the past. This 
might become a force during the 21-st century for the emergence of greater multi-state 
agricultural research planning. 
Conclusion 
In this study, we rejected o-convergence (state agricultural TFP levels are not converging 
across all states), but failed to reject the hypothesis of ^-convergence, i.e., convergence 
conditional on cross-state differences in steady state agricultural TFP growth rates and other 
variables. Our results also showed that the rate of conditional convergence is unlikely to be a 
constant across states, and most likely to be variable depending on own and spillin public 
agricultural research stocks, private agricultural research stocks, and farmers' schooling. 
These are the same variables that have been shown to play an important role in explaining 
variations in levels of state agricultural TFP by Huffman and Evenson (1993) and others. 
Some important implications for inter-regional competition and research planning follow. 
The local private-good component of public agricultural research gives local area producers a 
competitive advantage against farmers in other states. The spillover effects of public 
agricultural research are best described as regional rather than national. Public agricultural 
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research undertaken in a given state is more likely to have spillover effects in a state that is in 
close proximity to it than to spillover equally across all U.S. states. This means that farmers in 
surrounding states can expect to obtain some but not full benefits of the agricultural research 
conducted in a given state. Farmers in distant states are expected to receive little or no 
benefit. With significant public agricultural research spillover effects, independent state 
planning of agricultural research is socially inefficient. 
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Because the model is estimated using cross-sectional time series data, we elaborate on 
the potential for autocorrelated errors. The model estimated using equations (2.1) and (2.3) 
appear to have i.i.d. errors. By using a very simple model suggested by Carriquiry, we can 
show that autocorrelated errors can be handled using the systematic portion of the model and 
that it may not be necessary to explicitly control for autocorrelated errors. For example, 
consider a model where (y,-yt-5) is regressed on y,„5. Let g, represent an AR(1) process where 
(Al) ut = put-1 + et; et~i.i.d.(0,c^) . 
Next, let y, be a function of a constant mean, |i, and ut or 
(A2) yt = g + ut , 
where u, follows (A 1). We can then take the one period lag, substitute for pu^ and solve for 
or 
Yt-i = V- + ut-i . 
(A3) ^ ^ ^ ' 
= PU + ut - 6t , 
ut = PYt-1 - + et , 
ending with autocorrelation in the mean portion of the model and i.i.d. errors, et. Substituting 
the results from (A.3) into (A.2) we get 
(A4) Yl = (1~P)H + PYl-1 + 6t ' 
= <% + pyt-, + e t  ; e~i . i .d.(0,Og) ,  
where a=(l-p)p.. We can now return to the original problem where (y,-yt.s) is regressed on 
y,.s. Subtracting y,_5 from both sides using the form solved for above we get 
za (yt-yt-5) = a + PYt-s + et - a - pyt-l - et_5 , (AS) 
= p(yt-i - y,-6) + et , 
ending with i.i.d. errors, e,*. 
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Appendix B. 
Table 2.6: Parameter estimates of crop, livestock, and aggregate TFP growth equations: 
Five year overlapping state averages, 1950-1982, with broad spill-in variables 
(t-values in parentheses). 
Crop Livestock Aggregate 
Variables Parameters sector sector sector 
Intercept* «0 0.044 0.017 0.034 
(5.74) (4-19) (6.43) 
D^Central) -0.003 -0.004 -0.010 
(0.41) (0.84) (1.87) 
D2(N. Plains) «2 -0.022 0.014 -0.005 
(2.45) (2.67) (0.86) 
D,(Mountain) «3 -0.059 -0.022 -0.040 
(6.91) (4-65) (7.16) 
D4(S. Plains) «4 -0.024 0.008 -0.016 
(2.69) (1-43) (2-74) 
D,(Southeast) «5 -0.037 0.004 -0.018 
(4.53) (0.89) (3.08) 
D6(Northeast) «6 -0.015 0.016 -0.003 
(1.72) (3-23) (0.56) 
Po -0.003 0.065 0.307 
(0.02) (0-35) (1-41) 
RCt Pf -0.043 -0.029 (8.70) (5.75) 
RLt Pi -0.067 -0.052 
(9.40) (7.14) 




RLt" Pz -0.012 0.001 
(0.83) (0-01) 
RCtp Ps 0.076 0.258 
(5-59) (8-16) 




Et p4 0.017 0.037 0.012 
(2.77) (6.94) (2.20) 







R2 0.411 0.472 0.523 
Note: Dependent variable is InCTFP^/TFPJ. See equation (2.3). 
1 The pacific region dummy is excluded. 
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CHAPTER 3. INTER-SECTOR R&D SPILLOVERS: AN EXAMINATION OF 
RELATIONS BETWEEN U.S. MANUFACTURING AND AGRICULTURE 
Introduction 
This paper examines relations between the US. manufacturing and agricultural sectors 
that might give rise to R&D spillovers and measures econometrically the impacts of these 
spillovers on resource allocation decisions. Recent research has shown that linkages exist 
between private sector and public research activity. These linkages have been cited by many 
scientist as the major driving force behind social and economic well-being, and a strong 
presence of these linkages have been shown by recent research. For example, Narin et al. 
(1997) has shown that the U.S. industrial patents heavily cite papers with authors residing in 
public institutions or authors that are supported by public funding. For all U.S. industrial 
patents issued in 1993-1994, papers published in 1988 originating from some form of public 
support (either domestic or foreign) were cited in 73% of the patents while only 20% of the 
cited papers are from U.S. industry. McMillan et al. (2000) further shows that approximately 
72% of the authors cited in U.S. biotechnology patents reside in public institutions while 
another 12% of the citations have at least one author from a public institution. Before the 
Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, universities patented relatively few inventions. Discoveries were 
placed in the public domain. Since the mid-1980's, patenting activity by universities has 
increased dramatically, and the universities have become a source of commercial technology 
(Henderson, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg 1998). Hence, these studies imply that public research has 
laid the foundation for future private research, patenting activity, and commercial products by 
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the private sector, i.e., public research embody the technological advancements that were 
patented. 
The movement of scientists between the private and public sectors and employment of 
PhJD.'s in applied agricultural sciences gives another indication that the private sector is 
borrowing or at least potentially sharing the benefits of public research activity. Table 3.1 
shows a modest number ofPh.D.'s in applied agricultural sciences (about 2000) were 
employed by business/industry in 1973, but this number was 3.5 times larger in 1983. In the 
natural sciences, a much larger number of Ph.D.'s were employed in 1973 (about 38,000) and 
this number had about doubled by 1983. Also, over 1973 to 1983, business/industry has 
increased its share of all Ph.D.'s employed. In 1973, the private sector employed 17.8 percent 
of the Ph.D.'s in applied agricultural sciences while in 1985 the share had risen 13.4 
percentage points to 31.2%. The share employed in education institutions and in the 
government sector over the same period declined 12.3 and 0.9 percentage points, respectively. 
The same pattern can be seen in the natural sciences where the share of new applied 
agricultural Ph.D.'s increased from 28.9% to 34.1% while there were slight declines in 
employment in the education institutions and government. 
Various measures of inventiveness have been used by economist to capture the effects 
of research activity on resource allocations. These include research expenditures (including an 
estimated value of resource stocks) and patents statistics such as the research cited earlier.1 
Both measures theoretically embody the underlying knowledge that is the foundation of 
inventiveness and advancement in technology. Economist have used these measures 
1 See Griliches (1990) for further discussions. 
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Table 3.1: Absolute number of employed Ph.D.'s by science field and employment sector 
periods 1973 and 1985 
(Percentage are in Parentheses) 
Science Field Education Business/ Government Total 
of Employment* Institution'' Industry6 
Applied Agricultural 1973 6,902 (63.0) 1,953 (17.8) 2,109 (19.2) 10,964 
Science 1985 11,801 (50.7) 7,265 (31.2) 4,214 (18.1) 23,280 
Natural Sciences 1973 71,148 (53.4) 38,452 (28.9) 16,795 (12.6) 133,139 
1985 104,989 (53.2) 67,350 (34.1) 24,987 (12.7) 197,413 
Source: Huffman and Evenson, chapter 3, pp. 75-79 
* For definitions see Huffinan and Evenson, Table 3.6, p. 77. 
b Does not include post-doctoral students. 
c Includes self-employed Ph.D.'s. 
successfully to link research activity with economic growth, productivity or well-being, 
competitiveness (between forms and countries), and structural changes within a given 
economic region or sector (See Griliches 1998). 
Authors (e.g., see Huffman and Evenson 1993, Evenson 1996) have shown that U.S. 
agricultural TFP growth can be explained by research activity in the agricultural sector, public 
agricultural research is a major driver of TFP growth in the U.S. agriculture sector. Other 
authors have considered regional borrowing or spill-in of research activity within individual 
sectors of the economy. Bernstein (2000) shows that Canadian communication R&D and 
U.S. manufacturing R&D investments are sources of positive externalities within the Canadian 
manufacturing sector. Bernstein captures the externalities by linking the reductions in average 
variable costs and R&D investment. The research further shows that a significant portion of 
the Canadian manufacturing sector TFP growth rates can be explained by Canadian 
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communication R&D and U.S. manufacturing R&D stocks.2 McCunn and Huffinan (2000) 
further show that agricultural research expenditures have a public good aspect and that the 
stocks of R&D created by these expenditures have linkages to regional long-run TFP 
converge rates in the agricultural sector in the US. 
Patent statistics have also been used to link research activity with economic well being. 
Adams (1997), using firm level patent statistics, link firm and industry research activity with 
economic resource allocation decisions. R&D affects resource allocation decisions by being 
biased towards labor and saving on materials. Henderson et al. (1998) further shows that 
knowledge created within an economic region is more heavily utilized within the region, 
however, inter-regional spills do occur and knowledge does diffuse over time to the more 
distant regions. 
Little empirical research exists that considers the public good aspects of research 
activity across sectors within an economic region, or attempts to measure the impacts of R&D 
across sectors. This research study considers the inter-sector relationships between R&D in 
one sector on resource allocation in another sector; i.e., if private manufacturing R&D 
influences resource allocation in the agricultural sector, and if public agricultural research 
influences resource allocation in the manufacturing sector. The study utilizes two unique data 
sets, one constructed by Hulten and Schwab on the U.S. manufacturing sector from 1964-
1986 and the other constructed by the USDA and Ball et al. (1999) on the agricultural sector 
2 Bernstein's research shows that U.S. manufacturing spillovers explain approximately 76% 
of the TFP growth for Canadian manufacturing over the 1966-1991 period. The research 
further shows that Canadian communication R&D explains approximately 8.5% of the TFP 
growth for the same period. 
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for the same period of time. While the data exists for later years within the USD A's 
agricultural data set, the uniqueness of the Hulten and Schwab data limits the extension of the 
research into latter years. 
Econometric Model 
A two sector, multiple region production model provides the framework for examining 
the effects of R&D economic resource allocation decisions within the U.S. manufacturing and 
agricultural sectors. Each sector is modeled as maximizing an aggregate profit function which 
is a function of expected prices and private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural 
research stocks. Nash optimization strategies within a sector and region are assumed. Private 
manufacturing R&D investment decisions are shown to produce commodities available to the 
input and intermediate goods' production technology in each sector and region. Public 
agricultural research investment decisions are also shown to produce commodities available to 
the input and intermediate goods' production technology in each sector and region. 
A neoclassical production technology exhibiting constant returns to scale with respect 
to the variable inputs is assumed for each sector. Small country assumptions are followed 
within each region implying that factor price equalization exists between the sectors and 
among the regions' variable inputs. The methodology assumes regional resource allocation is 
driven by regional profit maximization.3 
3 This research assumes that the U.S. manufacturing sector is competitive and that prices can 
be taken as given to the sector. This is supported by other productivity research in the 
economics literature. For example, Jorgenson, Gollop and Fraumeni model the manufacturing 
and other sectors of the U.S. economy as being competitive in their aggregate productivity 
analyses. 
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The Production Model 
At the regional level, profit maximization best represents the resource allocation 
problem in both the agricultural and manufacturing sectors. Consider a sector with a single 
output making resource allocations. The sector would supply output (y0>0 ) and employ in­
variable inputs (y{<0, i=l,...,m) given n fixed or environmental factors (zk^0, k=l,..n). 
Denoting P0 as the numeraire price, let p;=P/Pg where p; are positive. 
It is assumed that the sector exhibits Nash behavior in that decisions are not 
influencing the behaviors of other sectors in the region, that all prices are taken as given, and 
that all markets work well. Given the competitive nature of the market and well behaved 
technology, a one-to-one relationship exists between the technology and its dual 
transformation, the normalized profit function. The normalized profit function provides for a 
second-order approximation of the cost and revenue functions and satisfy the appropriate 
regularity conditions (See Diewert 1973, Lau and Yotopoulos 1972, and Lau 1976 for further 
discussions). One main drawback of using the profit function to estimate supply and input 
demand functions is that one only obtains Marshallian elasticities. 
The normalized profit function has some important advantages over the cost or 
revenue approaches. First, the profit function approach allows for estimates of the supply and 
input demand functions to be made directly from an arbitrary profit function (and without a 
specified production function) exhibiting the usual conditions of decreasing and convex in the 
normalized prices of variable inputs and increasing in the quasi-fixed inputs (Diewert 1973, 
1982). Secondly, the profit function allows for using exogenous variables as explanatory 
variables (considered free of the agents behavior) with no endogenous variables being used as 
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explanatory variables (Lau and Yotopoulos 1972 and Lopez, 1984). Thirdly, the profit 
function approach allows estimates of the supply and input demand functions to be made even 
when profits are negative. Because this research uses regional data, negative profits are 
possible for both sectors for any given year. 
The most commonly used algebraic forms of the profit function are the translog, the 
generalized Leontief and the normalized quadratic. Each is a second-order approximation to 
an arbitrary profit function. The translog, however, has erratic shares; the generalized 
Leontief restricts substitution possibilities too much for aggregate data. The normalized 
quadratic has major advantages in that the choice functions are supply and demand equations 
and the dependent variables are real quantity indices which behave well over time. 
Consider the normalized quadratic profit function for a single output; 
m  n  . m m  
* = <*0 + £ «iPi + £ ôkZk + -£ £ PijPiPj 
zq i\ i=l k=l ^ i=l j=l 
I / * n n m n 
+ yË Ë 4>wZkZ, + E Ë YikP;Zt , 
Z k=l 1=1 i=l k=l 
where TT is normalized (nominal profits divided by the output price), p; is the normalized input 
price (nominal price divided by the output price) for the i* input, and z% is the quantity of the 
k* fixed or environmental factor. This functional form imposes the usual conditions of 
homogeneity in prices and is self-dual. The direct estimates are then used to construct the 
price and fixed factor elasticities, the factor bias and the shadow value of the fixed factors 
(Diewert 1982, pp. 580-82, Huffman and Evenson, 1989). 
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Supply and Input Demand Functions 
Using the methodology set out by Huffman and Evenson (1989) the net-output 
functions and the numeraire output function can be derived using Ho telling's lemma taking the 
first derivative of the profit function with respect to the input prices. Using equation (3.1) the 
net-output functions and the numeraire output function is represented by 
m n 
(3.2) y," = a. + £ PyPj + E Yikzk> i = j  = l  k= l  
n 1 m rn , n n 
(3.3) y0* = a0 + £ ôk^ - -£ £ PijPiPj + -EE , 
k=l / i=l j=l I k=l 1=1 
where y/ is the optimum demand for the i"1 input, and y0* is the optimum output supply given 
the optimum values y-', i = l,...,m . 
Elasticities, Bias Effects and Shadow Values 
The price elasticities are: 
(3.4) n. - 4^ - M M-m; 
u dlnpj Y. 





( 38 )  
and the bias effects for private manufacturing and public agricultural research (zj can be 
represented by 
(3.9) 
P dZk Yi 7TC i=l 
, i = l,...,m; 
where F^is the bias effect in sector c on the Ith input resulting from the k* research stock and 
pf>0 is the i* factor's cost share. The bias effects indicate the change in a factor's cost share 
relative to a change in the fixed factor, or for this study a change in the stock of R&D. If 
I^>0, then the bias is toward input y; and is against y;. The shadow values for public and 
private research are: 
(3-10) K = ôk + Ê <f>ic,z, + £ YikPi, k=l,...,n. 
1=1 i=l 
Hence, the shadow value function depend on the quantity of the private manufacturing R&D 
and public agricultural research stocks (zj and the normalized input prices (pj. Equation 
(3.10) captures the relationship between the levels of private manufacturing research and 
public agricultural research. That is, 
(3.11) Xk = cok + <J>^PRVPRV + ^PUQPUB, k= l,...,n ; 
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where (Oj. captures the fixed and input price effects from equation (3.10). The <J> coefficients 
capture the effects (direct and indirect) of private manufacturing and public agricultural 
research stocks on a given research shadow value in a given sector. 
Manufacturing and Agricultural Data 
The uniqueness of the data sets used in this study allow for the consideration of not 
only the direct estimates of price and research effects on supply output and variable input 
demand decisions but also the consideration of inter-sector borrowing or spill-in of research 
activity. Hulten and Schwab (1984, 1991, 1993) have constructed a data set for the U.S. 
manufacturing sector for the period 1964-1986. H-S use these data to explain the slowdown 
in regional productivity growth in U.S. manufacturing for the periods 1951 to 1978, and later 
they extend the research to 1986. In their later works, H-S further included the impact of 
public capital formations on differences in U.S. productivity growth in the manufacturing 
sector. 
Information from the Census of Manufacturing and the Annual Survey of 
Manufacturers was used to construct gross output variables using both real value-added and 
gross output models of production. H-S's research, and thus this research, uses the regional 
data on gross output as the measure of output with private inputs including capital, labor and 
intermediate inputs (See figure 3.1 for map of the U.S. regions breakouts). The inputs labor, 
materials and capital are flow measures. Intermediate inputs include such things as materials, 
energies and purchased services and have been corrected for the purchased services problem. 
That is, H-S data set are corrected for inputs or services that were purchased in one 
SOUTH 
Figure 3.1: U.S. census regions and divisions. Source U.S. Census Bureau 
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region and used in another by structuring the data such that the summation of the regional 
totals adds to the national total. Capital stocks, based on the perpetual inventory method, are 
the source of the capital service measure for plant, equipment, inventories and land. 
Regional deflators for all input categories are not available, therefore, as in the H&S 
research, national deflators were used. The use of national prices for inputs should represent 
fairly accurately the pricing of capital services, excluding land. Purchases of capital in the 
manufacturing sector can be viewed as occurring in a national market, and the market for 
capital goods is assumed to work well within the US. Land services are incorporated with 
capital services by using regional rental rates for land. 
The USD A has constructed new agricultural state aggregate data for the U.S. for the 
period 1960 to 1990 (Ball, et al., 1999). The data were constructed largely to better assess 
the productivity of the agricultural sector at the state level. These data are consistent with a 
gross output model of production. The state accounts include inputs to production including 
labor and capital as well as land and intermediate goods. As in the H-S study, the 
intermediate input variables have been corrected for the purchased service problem described 
earlier. The capital stock is constructed using the perpetual inventory method. The land 
variable was constructed using land area and average values obtained from the Census of 
Agriculture and Agricultural Land Values Survey, respectively. While the USDA data set can 
be disaggregated down to the crop and livestock level, only state aggregate data are used 
here. 
The USDA data set matches well with the H-S data set in that both are based on gross 
output production model and not on real value added. Because the H-S data set is 
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constructed on regional aggregates, regional aggregation of state level data must be 
constructed with the USDA data set to be able to merge the analysis. For consistent 
aggregation of the USDA data, it is assumed that intermediate goods are sold through an 
agent in each state, and therefore, double counting does not occur. While this may be 
unrealistic in some cases, the impact on the analysis from the double counting is expected to 
be small. State price indices are used to construct regional price indices and were weighted 
into the regional price indices. 
Private Manufacturing R&D Stock 
Private manufacturing R&D stock measures are constructed using the National 
Science Foundation's Survey of Science Resources Series ofBasic Research, Applied 
Research, and Development in Industry from 1964-1986. The series provides state, regional 
and national estimates of total expenditures on R&D performed within the US. The data are 
based on a sample survey of industries in which all R&D performing companies were the 
population to be surveyed. The private research expenditures capture expenditures on basic 
and applied research and on development or technical activities not normally associated with 
translating basis and applied research into products or processes. 
R&D is not fully measurable. Frequently, research capital or stocks are created from 
research expenditures using the perpetual inventory method with a declining balance or 
geometric depreciation (e.g. see Bernstein 2000). Griliches (1998) concludes that these 
methods do not fit well the nature of the research activity. 
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The usefulness (Including depreciation of usefulness) of research depends on several 
factors; the lag initiating research to discovery, from discovery to commercialization, from 
commercialization to wide scale adoption, and finally to displacement by other innovations, 
etc. (Griliches, 1998, pp. 22-33). These factors influence the lag structure. Griliches suggests 
a bell-shaped weighting scheme. The impact of private research usefulness tends to rise more 
rapidly and depreciates faster than public or social research. Griliches proposes a rising 
weight for 3-5 years followed by a longer length of decline. For this study, research capital or 
stock is constructed following the methods used by Huffman and Evenson (1993, 1994) in 
which trapezoid lag structure is used. This approach has proven to be useful and appears to 
overcome the concerns raised by Griliches.4 
The NSF data are bi-annual. Data for the interim years were filled in using a log trend. 
Although other regression procedures were tried using lag and lead information, the trend 
procedure was shown to be as good as or better than the other estimates. To build stock 
variables, data were needed for years prior to 1964. Data for these years were forecast using 
information from the latter years. While this may not seem plausible, the use of stocks, rather 
than direct expenditures should dampen the effects of errors in this methodology. Stocks 
were constructed using an seventeen year, trapezoid lag structure similar to the lag structure 
used by Huffman and Evenson (1993, 1994)/ While H-E used a thirty-three year lag 
structure to create public agricultural research stocks, given the nature of the manufacturing 
*The research stocks are created using the lag structure r, = .where such that 
jCui-,=i,is the weight for period t-j and E,.j is the real researcH'expenditure in period t-j. 
5 Figure 3.2 shows the differences between the lag patterns used to create the manufacturing 
stocks and the agricultural stocks. 
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Lag Pattern for R&D Stock Construction 
- -Manufacturing Agriculture 
Figure 3.2: Lag Pattern for R&D stock construction 
sector and private research, the shorter, seventeen year lag structure seems reasonable when 
constructing the private manufacturing R&D stocks.6 This weighting scheme would also 
follow the recommendations by Griliches discussed above. The trapezoid lag structure does 
perform well and mimics the ^-shaped curve seen in many technology adoption studies (See 
figure 3.3). 
Public manufacturing R&D stocks were created from federal expenditures in the NSF 
data set but were not used because of the nature of the data. As shown in figure 3.4, federal 
expenditures on R&D have increased relatively slower than private manufacturing 
expenditures and public agricultural research expenditures over the study period. 
6 Further, patents are issued for seventeen years within the U.S. With some innovations and 
developments useful being less than seventeen years and other longer, the seventeen year lag 
structure seems plausible. 
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Figure 3.3: Cumulative weights on R&D expenditures 
Public Agricultural Research Stock 
The expenditures needed to create public agricultural research stocks were ordinally 
created by Huffinan and Evenson (1993, 1994). The original estimated expenditures were 
state level, public expenditures on research in agricultural over the period 1952-1982. H-E 
used the estimates to create public research stocks for the agricultural sector along with 
segment level stocks for crop and livestock. H-E used the data to examine sources of 
productivity growth within the U.S. agricultural sector. Huffman, McCunn, and Xu (2001) 
improved and extended the data set to 1995. The newer data set, however, has not been 
extended to the individual crop and livestock segments of the agricultural sector.7 This study 
7 A private agricultural research stock variable has not been developed for this research. 
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uses the new data set to construct public agricultural research stocks for the period 1964-
1986. 
To create the public agricultural research stock, the same trapezoidal lag structure that 
was used by H-E in the earlier productivity research was followed here. A thirty-three year, 
trapezoid lag structure is used to create the public agricultural research stocks (See figure 
3.2), giving cumulative weights having an S-shaped adoption curve (See figure 3.3).* 
Econometric Results 
SUR estimation was used to estimate the impacts of research activity on the resource 
allocation decision in both the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sectors. Random error 
terms are added to equations (2.2) and (2.3) to capture the random effects of external 
environmental shocks and estimation errors. The equations used to estimate the impacts are 
represented by 
m a 
(3.12) y," =<%;+£ PijPj + 53 YfcZ,, + e;, i= l,...,m; 
j=l k=l 
n -, m m •. n n 
(3.13) y0* = <%o + Ë - -E £ p..PiP + -£ £ ^ z^ + e0 , 
k=l Z i=i j=i Z k=l 1=1 
where e£ has the usual assumptions of normality. Cross-equation symmetry conditions, P„=Pp, 
are imposed on the supply and input equations to maintain the normalized variable profit 
8 See figures 3.4 and 3.5 for R&D real expenditures for the manufacturing and agricultural 
sectors. 
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Manufacturing R&D Real Expenditures 
Billion 1984 Dollars 100 
25 
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•Total - - - •Federal — _ — Priwaie 
Figure 3.4: Manufacturing R&D real expenditures, 1964-86 
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Figure 3.5: Agricultural research real expenditures, 1964-86 
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function characteristics and to reduce the number of parameters needed to be estimated 
(Diewert, 1982, pp. 580-82). 
With time series data, autocorrelation is a concern, and the model is estimated using 
first differences. Contemporaneous cross-equation correlation is permitted and is captured in 
the SUR estimation procedure. 
Estimated Coefficients 
The SUR estimates of the two output supply equations and the six input demand 
equations are shown in table 3.3.9 For both the manufacturing and agricultural sectors, the 
estimated coefBcients for the own-price effects have the expected signs and are significant at 
the 5% level, except for own-price effect in the agricultural sector's capital services which is 
significant at the 10% level. In the manufacturing sector, the interaction terms between the 
prices of labor and materials and between the prices of labor and capital for the output supply 
and input demand functions are positive and significant at the 5% level. The coefBcients of 
the interaction term between the prices of materials and capital is positive but insignificant. In 
the agricultural sector, the interaction term between the prices of labor and capital is positive 
and significant, while the interaction terms between the prices of labor and materials and the 
prices of materials and capital are negative but insignificant. 
In the manufacturing sector, the SUR estimates for the coefBcients for the research 
stocks show that private manufacturing stock has a positive impact on output supply and is 
significant at the 5% level. Private manufacturing R&D stock exhibits a convex functional 
9 See table 3.2 for sample means of the quantity and price indexes used. 
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Table 3.2: Sample mean value of quantities and normalized price indexes: 
U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sectors, 1964-86* 
Variables Manufacturing Agricultural 
(Standard Deviation is in Parentheses) 
Quantities'" 
Output 0.1025 0.0912 
(0.0665) (0.0639) 
Labor -0.1126 -0.1177 
(0.0716) (0.0764) 
Materials -0.0996 -0.0979 
(0.0655) (0.0707) 
Capital (and Land Services) -0.0890 -0.1017 
(0.0595) (0.0630) 
Normalized Prices 
Labor 0.9495 0.9457 
(0.1501) (0.1715) 
Materials 0.8652 0.8932 
(0.1069) (0.0862) 
Capital (and Land Services) 1.0030 0.5128 
(0.0509) (0.2357) 
Other 
Research Stocks 0.6476 0.8162 
(0.7718) (0.3742) 
1 The number of observations, n=230 
b Outputs are positive quantities, and inputs are negative quantities. 
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Table 3.3 : SUR estimates of aggregate supply and input demand functions: 
U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sector, 1964-86* 
MANUFACTURING AGRICULTURE 
OUT LAB MAT CAP OUT LAB MAT CAP 
(T-statin parentheses) 
Prices 
Lab 0.117 0.117 0.030 0.038 0.046 0.046 -0.007 0.008 
(12^9) (12.59) (3.40) (5.11) (8.10) (8.10) (1.44) (2.59) 
Mat 0.049 0.030 0.049 0.000 0.051 -0.007 0.051 -0.001 
C3.47) (3.40) (3.47) (0.03) (5.03) (1.44) (5.03) (0.21) 
Cap 0.049 0.038 0.000 0.049 0.007 0.008 -0.001 0.007 
(3.61) (5.11) (0.03) (3.61) (1.90) (2-59) (0.21) (1.90) 
LabxMat 0.030 -0.007 
(3.40) (1.44) 
LabxCap 0.038 0.008 
(5.11) (2.59) 
MatxCap 0.000 -0.001 
(0.03) (0.21 
Fixed Factors 
Prv 0.029 -0.045 -0.038 -0.041 0.001 0.012 0.002 -0.002 
(6.50) (13.75) (12.10) (21.14) (0.20) (5.00) (1.10) (1.02) 
Pub -0.003 -0.052 -0.060 -0.056 0.115 -0.056 -0.101 -0.063 
(0.22) (5.56) (6.65) (9.98) (7.48) (7.81) (14.73) (11.55) 
PrvxPrv 0.003 0.002 
(1.08) (038) 
PrvxPub -0.031 0.013 
(5.79) (1.71) 
PubxPub 0.062 -0.034 
(4.02) (1-35) 
Intercept 0.001 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 
(1.62) (0.34) (0.06) (0.29) (0.73) (2.64) (1.59) (1.61) 
R2 0.76 0.48 0.62 0.83 0.62 0.28 0.61 0.47 
1 The number of observations, n=230 
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form in the output (and profit) equation - the square term being positive. For the input 
demand functions in the manufacturing sector, the coefficients for private manufacturing R&D 
are negative and significant at the 5% level. These results indicate that the private 
manufacturing R&D stock positively affects output and reduces input use. 
The estimated coefficient for public agricultural research in the choice functions for the 
manufacturing sector capture the spill-in or borrowing by the manufacturing sector of research 
conducted in the agricultural sector. As shown, the estimated coefficient for public 
agricultural research is negative in the manufacturing output equation (but insignificant) and 
exhibits a convex form with the square term being positive and significant at the 5% level. 
The coefficient of the interaction term between private manufacturing R&D and public 
agricultural research stocks is negative and significant at the 5% level. This implies that the 
research activities are substitutes for impacting output (and profit) in the manufacturing 
sector. For the input demand equations, the estimated coefficients for the public agricultural 
research stock are negative and significant at the 5% level. These estimates mirror those for 
private manufacturing research. Opposite of the impact of the private manufacturing R&D 
stock, the public agricultural research stock negatively affects manufacturing output supply 
decisions and negatively affects input demand decisions. 
In the agricultural sector, the SUR estimates of the coefficients for R&D show that the 
public agricultural research stock has a positive effect on output supply decisions and is 
significant at the 5% level. Furthermore, public agricultural research exhibits concave 
functional form in the output supply equation - the square term is negative but insignificant. 
For the input demand equations, the coefficients for the public agricultural research stock are 
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negative and significant at the 5% level. This indicates that the public agricultural research 
stock has a positive effect on agricultural output supply decisions while having a negative 
effect on input demand decisions. 
Again, to capture the borrowing potential or spill-in effect, the private manufacturing 
R&D stocks were included in the output supply and input demand equations in the 
agricultural sector equations. In the output supply equation, the coefficient for private 
manufacturing R&D stock (including the square term) is positive and insignificant. For the 
agricultural input demand equations, the private manufacturing R&D stock has a positive 
effect on labor and materials demand with effects on labor demand being significant. For 
capital service demand in agriculture, the private manufacturing R&D stock has a negative 
effect but insignificant at the 5% level. Interestingly, the coefficient of the interaction term 
between private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks is positive and 
significant at the 10% level. This indicates that, unlike in the manufacturing sector, private 
manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks are complements for affecting 
(aggregate) profit in the agricultural sector. 
Price Elasticities 
Using equations (3.4) through (3.8) and the estimated coefficients from table 3.3, the 
price and research stock elasticities can be computed at the sample mean for the normalized 
quadratic profit function. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show both the price and research stock 
elasticities of choices for the manufacturing and agricultural sectors, respectively. For the 
manufacturing sector, the own-price supply elasticity is 3.05 and significant at the 5% level, 
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Table 3.4: Manufacturing sector price and R&D elasticities1 
PRICE R&D 
CHOICES OUT LAB MAT CAP PRV PUB" 
(T-stat in parentheses) 
Output 3.05 -1.61 -0.60 -0.84 0.11 0.31 
(10.28) (6.27) (2.56) (3.10) (2-83) (3.93) 
Labor 1.55 -0.98 -0.23 -0.34 0.26 0.38 
(6-29) (12.54) (3.28) (532) (9-97) (5-58) 
Materials 0.71 -0.28 -0.43 -0.00 0.25 0.49 
(2.55) (3-53) (3.52) (0.00) (11.42) (6.61) 
Capital 0.96 -0.40 -0.00 -0.56 0.30 0.51 
(3.08) (4.96) (0.00) (3.64) (10.37) (10.02) 
' t-statistics are evaluated at sample means 
Table 3.5: Agricultural sector price and research elasticities' 
PRICE R&D 
CHOICES OUT LAB MAT CAP PRV PUB 
(T-stat in parentheses) 
Output 0.86 -0.43 -0.38 -0.06 0.05 0.82 
(5-96) (3.04) (2.84) (0.78) (0.49) (5.73) 
Labor 0.35 -0.37 0.06 -0.04 -0.07 0.39 
(3.02) (8.17) (1.52) (2.14) (1.82) (7.83) 
Materials 0.40 0.07 -0.47 0.01 -0.02 0.85 
(2.87) (1.48) (5.03) (0-32) (1.22) (14.86) 
Capital 0.10 -0.08 0.01 -0.03 0.01 0.50 
(0.74) (3-69) (033) (1.71) (0.54) (11.50) 
• t-statistics are evaluated at sample means 
which implies that supply is highly price elastic. This seems plausible given that a profit 
function framework and that sector output over time is highly sensitive to price movements. 
The elasticity of labor demand with respect to output price is 1.55 and elastic, but material 
and capital demand elasticities are smaller, being 0.71 and 0.96, respectively. The output 
supply elasticities with respect to input prices are all negative and significant at the 5% level -
with respect to a wage change being -1.61, with respect to a change in materials price being -
0.60, and with respect to the rental rate of capital being -0.84. The own-price demand 
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elasticities for inputs in the manufacturing sector all have the expected signs, are significant, 
and are inelastic with own-price demand elasticity for labor approaching unity. Labor, 
materials, and capital own-price elasticities are -0.98, -0.43, and -0.56, respectively. Further, 
all input cross-price elasticities are negative, suggesting that the inputs are complements in the 
manufacturing sector. The cross-price elasticity with respect to capital in materials demand 
and the cross-price elasticity with respect to materials in labor demand are mot significantly 
different from zero. 
In the agricultural sector, the own-price supply elasticity is 0.86, significantly lower 
than the supply elasticity in the manufacturing sector, and is significant at the 5% level. The 
elasticity of input demand with respect to output price is 0.34, 0.40, and 0.10 for labor, 
materials, and capital, respectively. The capital demand elasticity with respect to output price 
being insignificant while labor and material demand elasticities with respect to output price 
being significant. These elasticities are strikingly different in magnitude from the 
manufacturing sector. Given the structural differences between the sectors, this seems 
reasonable. The elasticity of output with respect to input prices is -0.43, -0.38, and -0.06 for 
labor, materials and capital, respectively. Again, the elasticities in the agricultural sector are 
significantly lower in magnitude than in the manufacturing sector. For the input demand 
functions in the agricultural sector, labor, materials, and capital all have own-price elasticities 
with the expect sign and are -0.37, -0.47, and -0.03, respectively. The own-price elasticity for 
capital services is significant at the 10% level, while the labor and material demand is 
significant at the 5% level. The cross-price elasticities show that labor and materials and 
materials and capital are positive indicating that they are substitutes, however, they are not 
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significant. The cross-price elasticities for labor and capital are negative and significant 
indicating that labor and capital are complements in the agricultural sector. All cross-price 
elasticities in the agricultural sector are relatively small. 
Research Elasticities 
To consider the effects of research activity in the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural 
sectors, Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the output supply and input demand elasticities with respect 
to changes in private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks. For the 
manufacturing sector, all research elasticities are positive and less than one and are significant 
at the 5% level. The output supply elasticity with respect to private manufacturing R&D 
stock is 0.11. The input demand elasticity with respect to private manufacturing R&D stock 
is 0.26, 0.25 and 0.30 for labor, materials, and capital, respectively. Hence, for the 
manufacturing sector the private manufacturing R&D stocks has positive effects on resource 
allocation decisions. 
For the manufacturing sector, the public agricultural research stock is shown to have 
positive effects on output supply and input demand decisions, with all elasticities significant at 
the 5% level. The output supply elasticity with respect to public agricultural research stocks 
is positive and 0.31. This is somewhat larger than the direct effect of the private 
manufacturing R&D stock and indicates that the manufacturing sector borrows discoveries 
and innovations from the agricultural sector. The input demand elasticities with respect to a 
change in public agricultural research stock are also positive and larger than the private 
manufacturing research elasticities. The input demand elasticity with respect to public 
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agricultural research stock is 0.38, 0.49 and 0.51 for labor, materials and capital, respectively. 
Hence, the public agricultural research stocks have significant spillover effects in the 
manufacturing sector. 
For the agricultural sector, the output supply elasticity with respect to public 
agricultural research stock is 0.82 and significant at the 5% level.10 This indicates that output 
supply decisions are positively affected and are sensitive to changes in public agricultural 
research stock. The elasticity of input demand with respect to changes in the public 
agricultural research stock is 0.39, 0.85 and 0.50 for labor, materials and capital, respectively, 
with all elasticities being significant at the 5% level. While these are inelastic, positive effects 
are being shown impacts on public agricultural research stock on input demand decisions. For 
both sectors, changes in the public agricultural research stocks have positive effects on output 
supply and input demand decisions. 
Alternatively, the borrowing or spill-in elasticities show a different result for the 
agricultural sector than for those in the manufacturing sector. For the agricultural sector, the 
output supply and input demand elasticities with respect to private manufacturing R&D stock 
are quite small, being close to zero in absolute terms. All input demand elasticities with 
respect to private manufacturing R&D stock are not significantly different from zero except 
for labor demand which is significant at the 10% level. The output supply elasticity with 
respect to private manufacturing R&D stocks is 0.05. This is lower than the direct effect of 
public agricultural research stocks and indicates that the agricultural sector is borrowing 
10 If the public agricultural research stock is positively correlated with private agricultural 
R&D stocks, these results would be biased given that the private agricultural R&D stocks 
were not included. 
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discoveries and innovations from the manufacturing sector. The input demand elasticities with 
respect to changes in private manufacturing R&D stocks are -0.07 and -0.02 for labor and 
materials, respectively. This is opposite from the spill-in effects of public agricultural research 
stocks in the manufacturing sector and indicates that private manufacturing research tends to 
reduce input choices of labor and materials in the agricultural sector. The input demand 
elasticity of capital with respect to private manufacturing R&D stocks is 0.01. This is similar 
to the positive input demand effects shown in the manufacturing sector, however, being not 
significantly different from zero the effects are somewhat limiting. 
Overall, the results show that changes in private manufacturing R&D and in public 
agricultural research stocks impact resource allocation decisions in both the manufacturing 
and agricultural sectors for the period 1964-1986. Changes in public agricultural research is 
shown to have larger effects in both the sectors than changes in private manufacturing R&D 
stocks. This is reasonable given that one would expect that private research would be 
targeted towards specialized needs versus publicly funded research. 
Research Bias Effects 
Estimates of the input relative bias effects of private manufacturing R&D and public 
agricultural research stocks are obtained by evaluating equation (3.9) at the sample mean (see 
table 3.6). The results indicate that within the manufacturing sector for the period 1964-1986 
the private manufacturing R&D stock caused a slight bias away from labor (-0.010), a bias 
towards materials (0.056), and an even stronger bias towards capital services (0.127). These 
results seem reasonable given that the sector is process/production orientated and where 
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Table 3.6: Bias effects of private R&D and public research 
CHOICES 
MANU AG 
PRV PUB PRV PUB 
Labor -0.010 -0.092 -0.034 -0.182 
Materials 0.056 0.047 0.016 0.273 
Capital 0.127 -0.009 0.045 -0.069 
capital tends to be labor saving. The borrowing or spill-in effects of public agricultural 
research stock in the manufacturing sector indicate that public agricultural research stock has 
caused a bias away from labor (-0.092) and capital services (-0.009), while having a bias 
towards materials (0.047). Again, this is consistent with the manufacturing sector where the 
sector would borrow innovations and discoveries that can be utilized within the sector. 
For the agricultural sector, the public agricultural research stock causes a strong bias 
away from labor (-0.182), a bias away from capital (-0.069), and a strong bias towards 
materials (0.273). These results are plausible given that the agricultural sector over the study 
period has seen a general movement towards specialization and highly capitalized production. 
The bias effects from own-sector research stocks are shown to be much stronger in the 
agricultural sector than in the manufacturing sector, with public agricultural research stocks 
exhibiting stronger bias effects in both sectors. This seems likely given that public agricultural 
research is being targeted towards the agricultural sector with discoveries and innovations less 
likely to be transferred to the manufacturing sector while discoveries and innovations created 
by private manufacturing R&D being more likely to be transferred to the agricultural sector. 
The spill-in effects caused by the private manufacturing R&D stock are shown to bias input 
choice away from labor (-0.034) and towards materials (0.016) and capital services (0.045). 
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These results are similar to own-sector research stock results in the manufacturing sector. 
Overall, it is shown that the private manufacturing R&D has biased input choice to be 
labor saving while being materials and capital service using. Public agricultural research stock 
is shown to bias decisions away from labor and capital services and toward materials. 
Shadow Values for Research 
Using the normalized quadratic profit function, one can estimate the shadow value of a 
marginal unit of private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks using 
equation (3.10). Table 3.7 shows for the period 1964-1986 the estimated shadow value for 
both private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks. For the 
manufacturing sector, the shadow value for private manufacturing R&D stock is negative at 
the sample mean (-0.112) and significant at the 5% level. This implies that an incremental 
increases in the R&D stocks will tend to decrease profits in the manufacturing sector. For the 
agricultural sector, the shadow value for the public agricultural research stock is also negative 
(-0.080) and significant. As in the manufacturing sector, the negative shadow value indicates 
that an increase in research stocks will impact profits negatively in the agricultural sector. 
Considering spillovers, the shadow value for public agricultural research stock is also negative 
(-0.129) and significant at the 5% level, indicating a negative impact on profits in the 
manufacturing sector. The shadow value of the private manufacturing R&D stock is positive 
(0.025) and significant, indicating an increase in private manufacturing R&D will tend to 
increase profits in the agricultural sector. 
The shadow values considered above can be misleading in that both changes in prices 
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Table 3.7: Shadow values of private R&D 
and public research* 
MANU AG 
PRV PUB PRV PUB 
(T-stat in parentheses) 
-0.112 -0.129 0.025 -0.080 
(1353) (4.80) (11.65) (3.50) 
• t-statistics arc evaluated at sample means 
and research stocks are captured in the calculated value. To examine further the impacts of 
changes in private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks on sector 
profits, one can further decompose the shadow value equation using equation (3.11). As 
shown, the shadow value of R&D stock can be impacted directly by its own level and 
indirectly through interactions between private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural 
research stocks. 
Table 3.8 shows the decomposition of the shadow values and the corresponding <j) 
values for each of the research stocks. In the manufacturing sector, the shadow value of the 
private manufacturing R&D stock is impacted directly by the level of private manufacturing 
R&D stock (0.029) and indirectly through the interaction between private manufacturing 
R&D stock and public agricultural research stock (-0.031). Positive shadow values could be 
achieve by increasing private manufacturing R&D stock relative to public agricultural research 
stock. For the agricultural sector, a positive shadow value for public agricultural research 
stock would be achieved by increasing both private manufacturing R&D and public 
agricultural research stocks. That is, both research stock <{> values are positive - <{) coefficient 
is 0.115 for public agricultural research stocks and 0.013 for the interaction between private 
manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks. 
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Table 3.8: Decomposition of the shadow values" 
SECTOR 
MANU AG 
STOCK PRV PUB PRV PUB 
PRV 0.029 -0.031 0.001 0.013 
PUB -0.031 -0.003 0.013 0.115 
• PRV represents private manufacturing R&D stock while PUB represents 
the public agricultural research stock. 
Conclusion 
The econometric evidence of spillovers between manufacturing and agricultural 
sectors for R&D support the notion that borrowing or spillover of innovations and discoveries 
does exist between private and public research and between the manufacturing and 
agricultural sectors of the U.S. This result has been further supported by qualitative analysis, 
e.g., the evidence that the private sector employs university trained scientists, that private 
sector patents indicate that the private firms are borrowing heavily from the domain of public 
sector discoveries, and that private firms license selectively university patented inventions. 
Private manufacturing R&D stock is shown econometrically to have a positive effect on 
output supply and input demand decisions in the manufacturing sector and a positive effect on 
output supply and capital demand decisions in the agricultural sector. The private 
manufacturing R&D stock is labor saving and material and capital using in both the U.S. 
manufacturing and agricultural sectors. The public agricultural research stock is shown to 
have strong positive effects on own-sector resource allocations and positive effects on 
manufacturing sector resource allocations. The public agricultural research stock is factor 
saving in labor and capital services in both the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sectors. 
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The shadow value for private manufacturing R&D stock is negative in its own sector 
but positive in the U.S. agricultural sector. However, the shadow value can be misleading and 
one needs to consider the decomposition of the shadow value calculation to fully understand 
the effect on sector profits from a marginal change in the research stock. The decomposition 
of the shadow value function shows that an increase in private manufacturing R&D stock 
would increase its shadow value in the manufacturing sector, but the increase in the shadow 
value is dampened by the interaction between private manufacturing R&D and public 
agricultural research stocks. 
Within the agricultural sector, negative shadow values were computed at the sample 
mean. Positive shadow values for both private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural 
research stocks within the agricultural sector could be achieved by an increase in either 
private manufacturing R&D or public agricultural research stocks. Strong positive interaction 
effects between private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks indicate 
that a positive shadow value for the private manufacturing R&D stock would be better 
achieved through an increase in the private manufacturing R&D stock. Further, an increase in 
both private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research stocks would have positive 
effects on research shadow values in the agricultural sector which are offsetting somewhat by 
negative effects in the manufacturing sector. 
Overall, the research has shown econometrically that relationships exists between the 
private and public sectors within the U.S. over the period 1964-1986. It was shown that 
research activity (both private and public) affects resource allocation decisions not only in 
own-sector resource decisions but also on resource decisions outside of the sector. Public 
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agricultural research and private manufacturing R&S is shown to be complements. Finally, 
spillovers are shown to exist between the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sectors over the 
period 1964-1986. 
Policy implications can be drawn from the results. Since the private sector reacts to 
incentives, any public policies towards the private sector needs to be directed towards 
incentives that will entice private manufacturing research. Benefits would reach not only 
directly within the manufacturing sector but beyond the sector. Any cost analysis of the 
policies should be done with this in mind. Public support towards agricultural research should 
continue. Historically, measured returns to public research investments have only captured 
own-sector benefits. As shown, these methods are probably under estimates of the true 
returns. Quantitatively, this study has shown a strong relationship exists between private and 
public research and between industrial sectors within the U.S. Further, it was shown that 
publicly funded research reaches beyond its own-sector. 
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
This study has examined the impacts of private and public research in a state or region 
on local economic activity and on activity in other areas and another sector. Earlier studies 
have shown that linkages exist between public research and economic well-being and between 
research supported by public institutions and the private sector. For example, Huffman and 
Evenson (1993) showed that agricultural TFP growth can be explained by public and private 
investments in agricultural research. Others have formulated linkages among economic 
growth and conditioning factors such as human capital formations, economic openness and 
R&D investments (See Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995). Patent citations have also been used 
as further evidence that private sector innovation uses public supported research as its 
foundation (See Adams and Henderson et al. for discussions). All these efforts have been 
directed towards understanding the relationship between discovery and innovation resulting 
from public and private research activities and economic well-being. Important policy 
implications have followed. 
Does research activity contribute to long run convergence of productivity levels within 
the agricultural sector of the U.S.? Chapter 2 examined this issue by considering two types of 
convergence. First, cr-convergence of state agricultural TFP among 42 contiguous states was 
examined. If a-convergence is present, all states would converge to an identical long run TFP 
growth rate and TFP level, implying that the a single production frontier exists among the 
states and in the agricultural sector. Public agricultural research was hypothesized to have 
impure public good properties and discoveries in one state to spill over to other states in the 
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same region. State- or region-specific research would enhance the area's own production 
frontier plus the production frontier of the surrounding states. Hence, the well-being of 
surrounding states would be improved. In this environment, targeted (state or regional) 
research efforts would be socially inefficient. The empirical evidence, however, rejected a-
convergence for the crop, livestock and agricultural sectors within the U.S. for the period 
1950-1982. 
Conditional or ^-convergence is a weaker form of convergence. If ^-convergence is 
present, each state or region would has its own long run steady state growth rate conditional 
on regional environmental or geo-climatic factors. In Chapter 2 we examined the impact on 
rates of ^-convergence of private and public agricultural research stocks. The results 
supported the hypothesis of ^-convergence among groups of states in the agricultural sector 
over the period 1950-1982. The evidence was that the rate of conditional convergence is 
unlikely to be a constant across states, strengthening the finding that a-convergence does not 
exist. Furthermore, the rate of conditional convergence was shown to depend on each state's 
own private and public agricultural research stocks. In addition, public agricultural research 
spillin effects from other states within the same region were shown to affect the rate of state 
TFP convergence. 
Important implications for inter-regional competition and research planning follow 
from the results in Chapter 2. First, the local private-good component of a state's own public 
agricultural research improves local area producers economic well-being. This would imply 
that state supported research does benefit its constituents, and that nationally funded research 
efforts may give localized benefits rather than broad-based benefit. Further, given that private 
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manufacturing R&D investments are a "business decision," policies directed towards public 
agricultural research may be easier to implement. Second, the spillover effects of public 
agricultural research are best described as regional rather than national. This result implies 
that public agricultural research is more likely to have spillover effects in a state that is in close 
proximity to the state where the research is conducted rather than a long distance away. This 
result reinforces the notion that segments within U.S. agriculture are influenced by geo-
climatic factors and that benefits from research in the region do not transfer one-for-one to all 
other geographical regions. Regionally targeted research efforts would then be socially 
efficient for nationally funded research. Hence, policies should be directed towards incentives 
in the private sector to conduct research activity while directing publicly funded research 
towards continued cooperation. Third, spillovers are unlikely to be equal across all U.S. 
states, implying that research in the agricultural sector, both private and public, are not a pure 
public good. Some of the benefits from agricultural research can only be obtained where 
research is undertaken locally. However, independent state planning of agricultural research is 
also socially inefficient. Fourth, private agricultural research is narrowly focused and tends to 
benefit selected or niche markets. Therefore, reliance on the private sector for advances in the 
knowledge base in agriculture may be short-sighted for the well-being of the agricultural 
sector. 
Does borrowing of discoveries and innovations exist among the various industrial 
sectors within the U.S. and are sector allocation decisions being affected by these research 
activities? Chapter 3 considers these questions. Griliches (1998) provides a good summary of 
evidence of intra-sector R&D effects. If inter-sector spillovers or borrowing does occur, 
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sector allocation decisions would be optimized using intra- and inter-sector discoveries and 
innovation. This raises important public policy issues, and understanding the linkages between 
research activity in one sector to economic well-being is important for setting socially efficient 
policies. 
In chapter 3, the impacts from private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural 
research investment on sector resource allocations are examined. The study used the a 
normalized profit function to derive the input demand and output supply equations. These 
equations were used to econometrically estimate the input demand and output supply 
elasticities for the manufacturing and agricultural sector within the U.S. for the period 1964-
1986. Using the profit function also facilitates examining input bias effects and the shadow 
values associated with R&D. The shadow values can then be decomposed into direct and 
indirect effects of changes in private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research 
stocks. 
The results from chapter 3 showed that private manufacturing R&D stocks have a 
positive effect on input demand and output supply decisions within the U.S. manufacturing 
sector for the period 1964-1986. The own-sector elasticities with respect to changes in 
private manufacturing R&D stocks are positive for all input demand functions and output 
supply equations. Private manufacturing R&D effects are estimated to be biased towards 
materials and capital and away from labor in the manufacturing sector over the period 1964-
1986. In addition, private manufacturing R&D is further shown to have small but positive 
effects on output supply and capital demand decisions within the U.S. agricultural sector and 
negative on labor and material input demand. 
The public agricultural research stock is shown to have positive effects on own-sector 
resource allocations plus having positive effects on manufacturing sector resource allocations. 
The estimated elasticities are larger than those estimated for private manufacturing R&D and 
are positive for all input demand and output supply equations in both sectors. Within its own 
sector, output supply and input demand elasticities with respect to public agricultural research 
are significantly greater in absolute value than their private manufacturing R&D counter parts. 
Further, within the manufacturing sector, the elasticities for output supply and input demand 
with respect to public agricultural research are all positive and, again, significantly larger than 
their private manufacturing R&D counter parts. This implies significant spillovers of public 
agricultural research to the manufacturing sector. This would reinforce the belief that private 
research is more narrowly focused and tends to be sector specific. 
While the shadow values for private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural 
research, evaluated at the sample mean, are negative, further decomposition of the values 
indicated that increases in the stocks of private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural 
research would be beneficial to both the manufacturing and agricultural sectors within the 
U.S. A strong positive interaction is also shown between private manufacturing R&D and 
public agricultural research, indicating that research activities in one sector complements 
research conducted in the other sector. Investments in private manufacturing R&D, therefore, 
would have positive impacts on not only the manufacturing sector but also the agricultural 
sector. Public agricultural research is also shown to benefit the manufacturing sector. This 
would again imply that spills or borrowing does exist between the manufacturing and 
agricultural sectors over the period 1964-1986. 
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The findings in chapter 3 have important policy implications for both private 
manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research. First, while the private manufacturing 
R&D does impact both the manufacturing and agricultural sectors, public agricultural research 
is shown to have greater influences in both sectors. Therefore, cost-benefit studies of research 
can easily miss inter-sector effects. Returns to investments exhibited in these studies would be 
an under estimate of the actual returns experienced. Further, given that the private 
manufacturing investment decisions is "business based," policies directed public agricultural 
research may be easier to implement. Second, since spill-in or borrowing is shown to occur 
between the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sectors, private and publicly funded research 
should continue. Benefits from this type of research extends beyond the sector in which the 
research was conducted and into other sectors of the economy. Increases in private 
manufacturing R&D or public agricultural research would have significant positive effects 
outside of the originating sectors. Hence, policies should be directed towards incentives in the 
private sector to conduct research while directing publicly funded research towards continued 
cooperation with the private sector. Third, the manufacturing sector should continue to look 
towards public agricultural research for benefits. Public agricultural research has not only 
been shown to have direct benefits to the manufacturing sector but is also shown to have 
indirect benefits from complementing the manufacturing sector's own R&D activities. Private 
sector recognition probably exists given the hiring of university trained Ph D.s discusses 
earlier. Fourth, implications for research policy are that within the agricultural sector national 
planning may be warranted, and increases in research activity in the agricultural sector would 
not only benefit the agricultural sector but also benefit other sectors within the U.S. economy. 
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Fifth, broad-based publicly supported research is complemented by private R&D activities. 
Further cooperation between the private and public sectors is warranted and would increase 
the social efficiencies of both research activities. 
Econometrically it has been shown that spill-ins or borrowing of private and publicly 
funded research does occur among states and between sectors in the U.S. economy. Overall, 
policy implications are that private and public funding of R&D should continue to be 
encouraged. State or sector targeted research, while being shown to have positive impacts on 
its own state or sector, may be socially inefficient and coordination of research activities may 
be warranted. Publicly funded research is shown to have benefits extending beyond its area of 
emphasis and should continue to conducted within the U.S. Further, studies estimating the 
returns to private or publicly funded research more than likely under estimate the actual 
returns. This result should be considered when allocating research monies in the public sector. 
Private manufacturing R&D and public agricultural research are complements, therefore, both 
the U.S. manufacturing and agricultural sectors should continue to look to borrow innovations 
and knowledge for each other. Policy towards coordination should be considered. 
Future Research 
Finally, further research is needed to continue to enhance our understanding of the 
relationships between R&D activities and economic well-being. The work conducted in this 
study needs to be extended to later years to capture the recent impacts of computer and 
information technologies that have become such an important part of the U.S. economy. 
Research conducted to estimate the rates of return on investment in R&D should be extended 
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to include returns to other regions and to other sectors of the economy. This may prove 
difficult but implications are that significant under estimates of the returns to investment in 
R&D exist. More work also needs to focused on research coordination among the states and 
between private and public sectors. Understanding the importance of coordination will help in 
spending public monies more efficiently. 
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